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Preface
Pollution of marine environment from ships, especially by oil, has interested me for a
long time. My home town in Estonia is located on the sea shore and I was always worried
that the sea was polluted but people were not aware of that and continued to fish and
swim there. Recently, a new port has been built in town to be used as a strategic getaway
for Russia as well as huge terminals for various cargoes including oil appeared there. Oil
is transported to and from the port by vessels; it is relocated into tanks on the shore for
storage till it is again transported by railway or tankers. Certainly, several spills of oil
have already taken place caused by operational activities. For me this raised many
questions such as who responsible for the oil pollution was, what the rules were to
regulate activities in the port, how this pollution could be controlled and so on. I thought,
due to the fact that Estonia is now in the European Union it has to follow the
prescriptions that come from there. I knew only that the EU Water Framework Directive
existed, so something alike should be there for marine water and oil pollution. Later on,
during courses at this university I have found out that there was IMO that operates in
maritime issues and stands behind all the general and uniform rules for oil pollution. That
was the point when I decided to learn more in this field including oil pollution, the EU
and IMO.
Lately, I have communicated with the chief ecologist from my town’s municipality and
with a port worker in order to find answers to my questions mentioned above. To my
surprise they did not know much about the work of IMO, but told me that the EU is the
one who “send all the rules to Estonia, and we have to follow them, because they also
come here with inspections” (personal communication with a port authority).
Consequently, my interest in oil pollution became a thesis research.
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Summary
Since the establishment of regulations under the global oil pollution regime great
changes have taken place within shipping resulting in reduction of oil pollution from
operational and accidental discharges. Measures to control oil pollution from ships should
be established on the global level due to the global character of shipping itself, and the
international regime facilitated by IMO is an important fundament for marine protection
from shipping activities. There are various interests and actors involved in shipping and
the use of ocean and IMO has a significant task to reconcile all these interests by laying
down international uniform regulations and standards within its global regime.
However, shipping industry and maritime interest are very important for the European
Union and its Member States. In order to support this on high competitive level there is a
need to ensure maritime safety and security. Additionally, the EU is one of the largest
markets for oil imports the trade of which is largely going by sea. This and busy traffic
along the coastlines of the EU make the European region to be under high risk of oil
pollution. Consequently, for the EU it is very important to prevent any possible threats
and protect its waters and coasts from pollution.
In order to regulate oil pollution in its waters the EU has created a regime consisted of
different provisions which were based on the global oil pollution regime. This regime
contributed to the enhanced compliance with international standards by the EU Member
States; however, the overall influence of it on prevention the EU waters from oil
pollution was not very effective. Therefore, the EU took initiatives and proposed stricter
regulations for the Community as well as the global regime. This unilateral activity at
first threatened the global regime and challenged the role of IMO who set up uniform
standards internationally. However, IMO responded to the EU action by agreeing to
adopt new stringent measures within its regime and confirmed again the importance of
having high standards for safe shipping homogeneous in every region.
The current research endeavours to investigate how the regional activity of the EU
within the issue of oil pollution influences the global oil pollution regime. Theoretical
framework used for the analysis was based on study of regime, regime interplay and the
EU in international environmental politics. Thus, the main focus in the research is given
to study of interplay between the regional and global oil pollution regimes in order to
understand the relevance of this interplay: whether the EU activity strengthen or weaken
the global oil pollution regime. For this, it is necessary to study the development of the
EU and its role at international arena in general as well as in the oil pollution regime in
order to reveal how the EU acts in international relations and what its capacity to
influence the global oil pollution regime is.
In conclusion, this study shows that the consequences of two regimes interplay are
twofold. First, the EU duplicates the provisions of the global regime under its own
supplementing them with more stringent measures which presents obstacles for foreign
flags to operate within European waters and misbalance uniformity of international
shipping. Second, by drawing attention to oil pollution and new solutions and being a
leading player in international environmental politics, the EU strengthen the global oil
pollution regime where stricter measures are adopted under initiative of the EU.
Key words: international environmental regime, regime interplay, EU in international
environmental politics, IMO, oil pollution regime
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Chapter 1 Introduction
“The protection of the ocean from pollution is thus essential,
because the ocean is a part of the life-giving
and living force that sustains us…”
(Van Dyke, 1994, p.58)
1.1. Oil Pollution
The marine environment is very much endangered and vulnerable from a vast amount
of pollutants that have been dumping into seas for many centuries. The protection of
marine environment became an important part of new environmental era only some fifty
years ago. The importance of the oceans is widely recognized and clear nowadays. More
than 70 per cent of earth’s surface is covered by oceans that play a dominant role in
shaping all the biogeochemical processes of the Earth. Moreover, oceans provide various
goods and services such as production of oxygen, absorption of CO2, global warming and
climate change regulation, water cycle, temperature and weather control. Oceans give
ecosystems and habitats that support wildlife and thus are very important for biodiversity
and humans.
Ocean serves shipping which is one of the most important ways of transportation since
ninety percent of global trade goes by sea (IMO, 2002). Along with global development
oceans are used for fishing, recreation and as dumping sites for human wastes.
During the most of the human history people were dependant on and influenced by
oceans and in future humanity will continue to depend on them. However, at present the
influence from people on the state of the sea is very important. The state of the world’s
oceans is getting worse. Most of the problems that have been realized years ago have not
been solved. Environmental problems of the oceans are driven by increased and extended
human activities over all the areas of the ocean. In order to reduce damage to the marine
environment there has been action taken showing a progress in some places. Of course it
should be accepted everywhere that addressing the problem of ocean pollution is not an
individual task but a global aim and thus should be tackled on the global scale. Therefore,
a variety of international regulations has been developed where one of the most important
sources of international law to reduce, control and prevent marine pollution is the United
Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS, 1982) which covers pollution of
oceans from all sources.
Marine environmental pollution is caused by five sources including land-based pollution,
seabed activities, ocean dumping, vessel-source pollution and atmospheric (Tan, 2006).
The greatest source of marine pollution is caused by land-based discharges and run-offs,
which is 44 per cent of all human induced marine pollution (VanderZwaag et al, 1991).
Atmospheric inputs of pollutants into oceans constitute about 33 per cent and maritime
transportation contributes only 12 per cent of all pollutants from human activities
entering oceans (ibid.). Concerning oil pollution it is estimated that only around 13 per
cent of ocean pollution by oil is caused by ships, whereas oil pollution from land gives 70
per cent (Tan, 2006). The current research will be focused on marine oil pollution caused

by maritime transportation, that is, pollution from operational as well as accidental
discharges of oil into the sea from sea-going ships.
The ocean pollution by oil was the first issue to be regulated and controlled within marine
field. Serious regulation of the oil pollution from ships began with the international oil
pollution regime emergence when the International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, was created followed by a number of other
international conventions, such as the International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto
(MARPOL 73/78). In result of introduction of international regulations positive changes
have taken place within oil and shipping industries to reduce oil pollution from
operational and accidental discharges (GESAMP, 2007). However, oil input from
shipping and ship-based activities into the world’s oceans continues to happen. The
population of the world is growing causing an increase in energy consumption which
enhances the demand for crude oil at the global market. The major part of oil is
transported by tankers around the world that can always give a risk for an oil spill. Even
thought only a small part of pollution in oceans is caused by tanker accidents (Appea,
2007) massive oil spills at sea offer a great threat to the environment. The rate of
accidental spills from oil tankers varies between different locations and depends on the
quantity of transported oil as well as on local factors (ITOPF, 2007), which include
weather and sea condition, traffic density, visibility, water depth and the nature of the sea
bed. Around 80 per cent of all maritime accidents at sea are the result of human error
(Hayashi, 2001). Age and technical condition of the tanker plays an important role here
as well.
Not only accidents with ships cause oil pollution, but routine ship operations give the
greatest source of contamination (Environment, 2007). This includes tank washings,
ballast water and engine room waste discharges. By these operations much of oil is
deliberately released into the sea causing long term damage to the marine and coastal
environment.
Environmental impacts from operational and accidental discharges of oil include
ecosystems damage, marine and costal, also conservation areas, water quality decrease
and long-time recovery after damage. Impact on the marine environment can be
determined to large extent by the amount of oil spilled (ITOPF, 2007). If a small spill
occurs in sensitive or vulnerable locations it can cause more ecological damage than a
much larger spill in the open sea. Economically it leads to impact for recreational regions,
harbours, vessels, commercial shellfish grounds, coastal tourism industry. In addition,
cleaning up areas contaminated by oil is time-consuming, difficult, and very costly.
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1.2. Shipping and State Actors
“Environmental measures addressing transboundary or global
environmental problems should, as far as possible,
be based on an international consensus”
(Principle 12
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development1)
The increasing use and importance of oceans as well as realized threats of oil
pollution has led states to control through various means international shipping in order
to ensure protection of marine environment and coastal states. Many international treaties
have been created to establish common standards and basic rules for behaviour for all the
actors involved in international shipping in order to prevent the ocean from pollution.
Measures to control accidental or operational pollution from ships are typically technical
standards which are divided into groups: discharge; navigation; and construction, design,
equipment, and manning standards (CDEM) (Frank, 2005). These standards and all
regulations for shipping should be established on the global rather than regional or local
level. Thus, regulatory regime for shipping and in particular for prevention of oil
pollution from ships should be managed at the global level. The advantages of global
regime are obvious. Because of the very nature of shipping that is going on all over the
ocean making the oil pollution “mobile” with consequences for global level it is
necessary to have global rules (Ringbom, 1999). In addition, without uniform rules it
would be difficult for ships operate between different countries with different
requirements and standards which would pose obstacles for international shipping
business per se (Tan, 2006).
The need for international uniform regulations is recognized in the oil pollution regime
under the auspices of IMO (International Maritime Organisation) which has to reconcile
different interests of various actors in shipping and the use of oceans. Specific rules have
been created for allocation of jurisdiction over ships going by sea. Standards for pollution
control can be prescribed and enforced by whether flag states, coastal states or port states
(ibid.). Flag state is a state where a ship is registered or whose flag a ships is flying.
Coastal state is a state that has sovereignty over its territorial sea and in whose waters a
vessel “has committed a violation” (ibid.). Port state is a state into whose port a ships is
sailing. However, the primary jurisdiction over vessels, unless stated otherwise, is under
the flag states. Flag states should prescribe standards for ships flying their flags using
international rules and standards as the minimum and can make own rules stricter
(Rinkbom, 1999). On the other hand, coastal states should use the same international
standards as the maximum level for their regulations (ibid.). The port states have the
same jurisdiction as the coastal states and can take measures no stricter than
internationally accepted (Tan, 2006). Only in very specific cases coastal states are
allowed to make their regulations more stringent than international ones (ibid.).

1

Adopted on June 14, 1992, at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Rio de
Janeiro, UN Documents A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. I)

For the sake of “freedom of navigation” the coastal states are restricted from
experiencing strong power to adopt strict legislation for protection of its waters from
pollution. That is why the coastal states always seek an opportunity to impose stricter
standards and to control ships from foreign flag states coming in or passing their waters
(ibid.). Concerning the port states which may put additional requirements for ships
entering their ports, their jurisdictional capacity have been used more often to increase
regulation over foreign ships (Rinkbom, 1999).
However, usually the flag states are reluctant to use their jurisdiction and control ships
flying their flags because there are many open registers exist or ships can choose to fly a
“flag of convenience”, and thus a ship flying a flag of a particular country does not really
belong to it and hardly visit its waters (Tan, 2006). Therefore, many of these sorts of
ships do not comply with international regulation and continue polluting the sea. Thus, a
comprehensive, reliable international organisation has to operate properly and always
keep managing the regime for control over polluting ships. For a long time IMO has been
fulfilling this important task.
1.3. Shipping for Europe
The European Union and its well-being are largely connected with the sea. Shipping,
shipbuilding, ports, fisheries, coastal tourism are very important activities linked with
maritime field and constitute a great part of the economy of the EU. In order to support
these industries on high competitive level there is a need to ensure the sustainability of
marine environment (COM(2007) 575 final). Additionally, the EU is the largest market
for import of oil which is transported there mainly by sea. There is a much extended
coastline in European States along which oil tankers are sailing presenting a threat of
pollution. There are seas and ocean in Europe that is exposed to a danger of oil spills
which can lead to degradation of marine environment. Thus, in order to achieve the goal
of economic growth it is essential to develop safe and secure shipping. But what is more
important is to ensure that this activity goes along with a strong protection of marine
environment.
Due to the fact that the EU is enlarging, including now Malta and Cyprus with high
maritime interests, Bulgaria and Romania with long coastline and access to the Black
Sea, the role of the EU as a leading player in shipping and maritime affairs is growing.
Also “its capacity to influence global ocean developments is likely to grow” (Frank,
2005, p.6).
Concerning the oil maritime transportation, the EU is also at the leading position in oils
trade. The European crude oil imports are even higher than those of the US, representing
about 27% of total world trade (Erika, 2007). It is expecting that the demand for
petroleum product will grow more in the coming years. The European oil tanker fleet is
considerably large, standing for 855 registered oil tankers of 43.2 million tones dwt,
which is almost 15% of the world total (ibid.). Companies operating at the EU control
around 35% of the oil tanker fleet of the world (COM(2000) 142 final). Other flags that
are used by European states to fly on their tankers include Liberia, Panama and Bahamas
(ibid.).
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However, there is the other side of the coin within oil tanker shipping. The average age of
the oil tankers registered in the EU in 1999 was 19.1 years (Erika, 2007). More that 45%
of the EU’s fleet is older than 20 years. The fleet of the world gives 41% of tankers that
are more than 20 years old (ibid.). Thus, there is more risk that these tankers will be
involved in accidents. There is a general correlation between the age of a ship and
accidents with it. The table 1 in Appendix A shows correlation between the age group
and percentage of lost ships between 1989 and 1998. In the world between 1992 and
1999 there have been 77 oil tanker accidents (COM(2000) 142 final). In the waters of the
EU, there have been 61 accidents causing around 1.74 million of tones of oil spilled
(ITOPF, 2007). The largest volume and number of spills has occurred in the Northeast
Atlantic along France, Spain and Portugal (See Appendix A).
Consequently, the fundamental objectives of the EU in shipping and environmental fields
are to eliminate substandard ships and limit the number of maritime catastrophes
preventing related impacts, and to achieve a high level of protection of its waters from
pollution.
1.4. Problem Statement
“The underlying unity of the oceans requires effective
global management regimes”
(WCED, 1987, p. 2612)
As already mentioned above the international uniform regulations to control oil
pollution from ships have been developed within the oil pollution regime under operation
of IMO. It is a consultative and coordinative organisation which concerns advisory and
technical matters (Tan, 2006). When an idea arose for the establishment of such an
organisations as IMO, shipping interests and maritime states were very much against it
because they saw a threat for their freedom to operate freely. However, the Convention
establishing IMO was adopted and IMO appeared as the United Nations specialised
agency that has the main task to promote safe shipping and protect the marine
environment from international shipping activities (Fayette, 2001).
Since the establishment of the Organisation a number of measures was taken to control
the ocean pollution by oil which includes creation of the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, (MARPOL 73/78; Annex I) that covers
accidental and operational oil pollution; the International Convention on Oil Pollution
Preparedness, Response and Co-operation, 1990, (OPRC), aims to improve preparation
measures for efficient and early response to oil pollution in order to minimize the damage
of such pollution and to introduce a global framework in responding to major oil spills;
and other regulations. Strict regulations from IMO are being followed by countries
resulting in quantitative decrease of vessels-sourced oil pollution (Appendix A)
(Ventikos, et al., 2004). The organization has been working effectively for several
decades now and the rules of its conventions are applied for the major part of world’s

2

Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development “Our Common Future”, UN General
Assembly document A/42/427 (General Assembly Resolution 42/187, 11 December 1987)
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fleet. IMO has been able to reconcile different interests and to prevent conflicts by
providing the shipping world with uniform standards.
However, a difficulty with the uniformity of the oil pollution regime has emerged in
recent years. This problem originates from the general and the most systematic problem
or deficiency that maritime regulatory systems face. This comes when states or group of
states take unilateral or regional action especially in the event of another sea pollution
incident giving more pressure on the shipping industries and producing even more
stringent regulations (Tan, 2006). Usually, this sort of unilateral or regional action goes
“beyond internationally agreed standards” which is undesirable for the whole idea of the
international oil pollution regime being uniform for every state (Tan, 2006). The
importance of uniform standards for shipping is widely recognized by international
governing bodies and any attempts for development of regional regulations are
considered as threats for the global uniform regime of IMO.
To this end, pursuing its goal for secure shipping and environmental protection, the EU is
not satisfied with the activity of IMO and its oil pollution regime. Recent oil tanker
disasters pushed the EU to thinking that the global regulatory regime has failed and not
adequate for reduction of oil pollution in European waters. Thus, the Commission has
launched “two major sets of proposals to address the issues of shipping safety and
pollution prevention in waters under the jurisdiction of EU Member States” (Fayette,
2001, p.195). Such unilateral action, however, was dangerous for the “paramountcy of
IMO in the fields of shipping safety and pollution prevention” and could “threaten the
existence of the current uniform global regime created” by IMO (ibid., p.194). In parallel,
the EU has tried to increase its role at the international level by lobbying for adoption of
stricter measures corresponding to its demand at the global maritime fora. Also, it is
willing to join IMO as a full member and increase its influence by pushing through its
rules worldwide.
By these actions, the EU posed threats to uniform standards for international shipping,
challenged the IMO’s competence in its work and started to operate as a leading player in
the oil pollution regime.
Therefore, this research will investigate all these aspects in order to find out how the EU
influences the global oil pollution regime.
1.5. Research Objective and Research Questions
This research intends to investigate the role that the EU plays at the arena of the
ocean oil pollution caused by oil-carrying ships where the main actor is IMO. The IMO
sets up regulations in various treaties that the members of the regime have to comply
with, however the EU promotes its own directives in order to reduce oil pollution by the
union’s own power. It is important to study how actions taken by the EU in order to deal
with oil pollution affect the global oil pollution regime operated by IMO. For this, it is
necessary to study the development of the EU and its role at international arena in general
as well as in the oil pollution regime in order to reveal how the EU acts in international
relations and what its capacity to influence the global oil pollution regime is. Thus the
attention in this research will be given to both a concept of regime interplay and the EU
role in the international environmental politics. The study of interplay of the EU and IMO
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will be conducted to find out how this interplay influences the global regime: does it
become stronger or is it weakened? It is also interesting to compare the measures of these
two organizations that they take in order to control the oil pollution. The focus will be
given to analysis of particular policies that aim to regulate the ocean pollution by oil
(MARPOL and OPRC) on the global scale and regulations adopted by the EU for its
Member States.
The Objective of the Research
In order to gain insight into the role of the EU in international environmental politics this
research will analyze the regime interplay between the EU and IMO oil pollution regimes
and the consequences of this regime interplay for the global oil pollution regime.
Based on the above objective the central research questions and sub-questions are as
follows:
1. What is the nature of interplay between the EU and IMO in the issue of vesselsource oil pollution at sea?
1.1. How does the EU regulate oil pollution at sea caused by ships?
1.2. How is pollution by oil regulated in the global oil pollution regime?
1.3. Does the activity of the EU go in line, overlap or contradict to the global
oil pollution regime?
2. What are the consequences of the EU and IMO regimes interplay for the global
oil pollution regime?
3. What can we learn from this research about the role of the EU in international
environmental politics?
1.6. Research Methodology
In order to address research questions a number of research methods were used. One
of the methods of data collection was a search and study of available literature and
documents which was almost continually used during the whole period of study. The
main sources of literature review and document analysis were library and internet
resources. The focus of the extensive literature review was given to different aspects in
order to understand the relevant theoretical frameworks and background of the problem
of the researched area. A more specific literature review was conducted focusing on the
primary documents from negotiations in order to analyze different aspects of the
problem. The literature review resulted in a great amount of information which
sometimes was confusing or contradicting depending of the studied sources.
First of all various articles from scientific journals and several books were studied in
order to understand the problem and limit the boundaries of the current research.
Additionally, relevant documents were reviewed including different conventions,
directives, communications, resolutions, decisions and others.
Another data collection method is interviewing. Some interviewees were selected from
different groups of stakeholders involved in the researched area. These groups include
primary stakeholders such as those who are directly engaged in the maintenance of the
global oil pollution regime, which are the IMO officers, and those who have potential to
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influence the regime, the European Commission. Another group consists of secondary
stakeholders who are not involved in the negotiations, formation or maintenance of the
global oil pollution regime, but experience an effect from it or are dependant on it such
as, for example, port authorities or different NGOs. However, this method was not used
affectively due to several reasons. First of all, after the first contact with potential
interviewees a snow-ball technique was applied which provided additional contact
information for other possible interviews. Nevertheless, face-to-face interviews with the
primary stakeholders have never been conducted because a time for any appointments
could not be set. Although, only two interviews by means of email communication were
organized with officers of the European Commission from the Directorate-General on
Transport. Also, not official conversations have taken place in Estonia with secondary
stakeholders.
1.7. Thesis Outline
After the first part of introduction, this research will be presented in 5 chapters.
Chapter 2 (Theoretical Framework) addresses issues which are central for the general
study of regime theory. It deals with the main concepts used for this research, provides
theoretical background for analysis of the role of the EU in international environmental
politics, and explains what the regime interplay is about.
Chapter 3 (IMO) gives a description of the oil pollution regime and its history, and
contains all the relevant information about IMO and its regulations. The MARPOL
Conventions is examined in details and OPRC Convention to less extent as well.
In the Chapter 4 (The European Union), the development of the EU’s regulation in the
issue of oil pollution is presented. The main legislative acts for maritime safety and
protection of marine environment are described. This chapter also gives analysis of the
role of the EU in international environmental relations and within the oil pollution
regime.
Chapter 5 (Regime Interplay) shifts the focus and provides a study of the interplay
between the global oil pollution regime and activity of the EU in this field.
The final Chapter 6 discusses the main issues of the study giving the answers to the
research questions, and draws conclusions.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework
2.1. Concept of an International Regime
In this chapter a theoretical background of a regime concept as well as an overview of
possible regime interplays is given. To prepare the ground for the following analysis of
oil pollution regime it is worth giving an elaboration on the notion of the international
environmental regime.
An international regime consists of “integrated principles, norms, rules, procedures, and
institutions that actors create or accept to regulate and coordinate actions in a particular
issue area of international relations” (Axelrod et al., 1999, p. 64). The core of a regime is
formed most of the time by legally binding treaties. A regime, as a “sector-specific
regulatory and administrative system”, “helps to sharpen international goals in an issue
area; shape international behaviour toward a common goal through their rules and norms;
(…); augment policy coordination and collaboration; reduce conflict” (ibid., p.65).
Examples of regimes include regimes in almost every area of international relations such
as environment, trade, human rights, and others. Kratochwil and Ruggie (1986) describe
regimes “as governing arrangements” that states construct in order to organize their
expectations and international behaviour in a particular area. Regimes include “a
normative element, state practice, and organizational role” (Kratochwil and Ruggie 1986,
p. 759). By reviewing a number of literatures Kratochwil and Ruggie (1986) present
evolution of the concept of international regimes. They suggest that the focus from
international institutions has shifted away systematically toward a formation of a broader
notion of international institutionalized behaviour. When the idea of the identity between
international organizations and international governance was abandoned, the objective of
scientific circles turned into identification of the “roles of organizations in international
governance” (Kratochwil and Ruggie 1986, p.759). However, for a time there were no
any concepts developed of international governance itself. Emerged focus on regimes and
the development of the concept of regimes became an attempt to fill in this gap.
“International regimes were thought to express both the parameters and the perimeters of
international governance” (ibid.). Thus they define international regimes as institutions
“around which expectations converge in international issue-areas” and that are known for
common principles and understandings and shared ideas of forms of social behaviour.
Their concept is consistent with another formulation of international regimes provided by
Krasner whose explanation of a regime was cited and used a lot by other authors. He
defines regimes as “sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules, and decisionmaking procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a given area of
international relations” (Krasner, 1982, p. 186). The four analytical components that
compose an international regime are explained by him as well. “Principles are beliefs of
fact, causation, and rectitude. Rules are specific prescriptions or proscriptions for action.
Decision-making procedures are prevailing practices for making and implementing
collective choice. Norms are standards of behaviour defined in terms of rights and
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obligations” (ibid.). These elements are appropriate for the oil pollution regime study and
will be used in the next chapter.
Additionally to Krasner Haas states that a regime consists of mutually consistent and
shared sets of rules, procedures, and norms developed by states in order to regulate a
certain issue area (Haas, 1980a). A regime is based on norms that are transformed into
actions by means of rules prescribing to do certain things and to avoid doing other things.
Procedures as “institutionalized ways of making collective decisions” are set to resolve
any disagreements over the rules (Haas, 1980b). Procedures and rules should be
stimulated by “some sense of common purpose” and here are the norms that do this and
inspire the regime (Haas, 1980a). Thus combining all together a regime generates mutual
expectations among the participators of this regime that each of them will behave
accordingly “without getting in the other’s way” in order to avoid any conflict (ibid.).
The aspect that distinguishes international regimes from other international phenomena is
said by Kratochwil and Ruggie (1986) to be especially a normative element – one of
these four analytical components which are “norms”. Norms usually “guide”, “inspire”,
“rationalize” or “justify” behaviour, but changes in the normative structure of a regime
cause a change of the regime itself (Kratochwil and Ruggie 1986). Krasner (1982) too
gives a distinction between principles and norms on the one hand, and rules and
procedures on the other. Norms and principles define basic characteristics of a regime
and thus when they are neglected a regime can change to a new regime or it can
disappear from the issue area. However, when norms and principles are left unchanged
then changes in rules and procedures cause changes within regimes. Norms and
principles allow creating a variety of rules and decision-making procedures that are still
consistent with these principles and norms (Krasner, 1982). This idea is also relevant for
the current research as it will help to enlighten features of the oil pollution regime. These
distinguishable characteristics of the regime are merit to be mentioned for the reason that
it gives possibility to evaluate the activity of the EU: weather activities of the EU bring
changes to norms and principles or to rules of the global oil pollution regime.
From above mentioned concept international regimes are understood as arrangements that
regularize behaviour of parties joining a certain regime by facilitating various
agreements. When a regime is based on any law arrangements that serve as “creating
principles, rules and procedures”, it means that actors in the issue area accept and should
use them as a guide for their own behaviour (Axelrod et al., 1999).
2.1.1. Members
A number of constitutive agreements such as conventions, treaties or declarations
constitute a crucial part of regimes. Those who sign them become regime members.
Generally, these signatories are states that due to their long existence tend to become
members of a vast number of regimes concerning all areas of international relations
including environment. There are many regimes available and states are free to choose
among options in order to promote their own interests (Young, 2001).When making
choices for participation in a particular regime, new-born regime members usually weight
all the advantages and disadvantages of complying with the rules and of meeting their
commitments rather than treat “these matters as obligations or duties to be met as a
matter of course” (Young, 2001, p.12). Discussing that actors join a regime in order to
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express their interests Young (2001) states that an “actor that approaches participation in
a regime as part of its role will not organize its thinking in terms of questions about
compliance and living up to commitments; it will engage in behaviour deemed
appropriate to the roles it occupies as a matter of course” (Young, 2001, p.13).
Young (1997) in the book “Global Governance” distinguishes four broad categories into
which actors involved in a regime can be divided: 1) leaders who think that regime
prescriptions are necessary and should be correct; 2) follower who are persuaded to
accept the regime prescriptions but are not strong in compliance; 3) laggards who are not
very persuaded nor very opposed; 4) resisters who are strongly opposed the regime
prescriptions. Leaders usually take on spontaneous compliance which means that they
follow the prescriptions of a regime or go even beyond them by their own choice and
would do so even without a regime existence (Young, 1997). The notion of leaders in a
regime can be applied for the study of oil pollution regime regarding the EU despite the
fact that the European Community (the European Commission) itself is not a signatory to
conventions of the global oil pollution regime. However, in this regime, members to it
also include various non-governmental organisations and inter-governmental
organisations that have observer status and participate in the activities of IMO and can
influence the negotiations of new regime regulations. The European Commission has an
observer status within IMO and is considered as a member in the oil pollution regime as
an observer who has an influence in the oil pollution issue area.
2.1.2. Hegemonic Actors in Regimes
As Krasner (1982) states, a regime must be considered as a long-term arrangement
that do not change “with every shift in power or interests”, however, it is common to
believe that “environmental regimes reflect the preferences of actors or interest groups
able to exercise power” (Young, 2004, p.216). Young accepts international regimes as
social institutions because they are products of human activity and therefore it always
gives a possibility of regime change. That said, Young (2001) argues that regimes are not
capable to control their own fortunes due to the fact that they are dependant on interests
and political will of regime parties or those actors who have powerful influence in a
given issue area. Interests, political will and power of the key players with respect to
relevant issue area can be apt at fluctuating over time. As a result, changes in
distributions of these elements among the key actors affect regimes (Young, 2001).
Krasner referring to Strange cites her that “regimes are only too easily upset when either
the balance of bargaining power or the perception of national interest (or both together)
change among those states who negotiate them” (Krasner, 1982, p.190). Regimes are said
to shape the behaviour of their actors through a set of norms, principles, rules and
procedures which are agreed by actors whose interests and power are changing. If
position of actors changes toward the relevant issue area they can change the content of
the regime, thus power and interests “are the proximate, not just ultimate, cause of
behaviour in the international system” (Krasner, 1982, p. 190). This gives a chance to
make an assumption that powerful actors in a regime guide the behaviour of other
participants as well as prescribe and proscribe things to do congruous to their own
interests. “Naturally, the rules of a regime are tailored to the national interests” of a
hegemon state (Haas, 1980a, p. 387). In international relations states are defined as
rational “self-seeking actors” acting based on their own interests, power and interaction.
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States seek at least to preserve themselves but due to constraints caused by compelled
interaction with other states, they cannot reach their maximum interest to “drive for
universal domination” (Waltz in Krasner, 1982, p. 191). Haas (1980a) supports the idea
that “no doubt power matters” in international system and stresses the role of powerful
actors in regimes, in its creation and maintenance. He explains that a regime fits in the
global hierarchy in current time. When one state looses his power and is not capable to
make its interests win over others and new actors appear to dominate with their own
prevailing interests, rules changes, a regime can be changed (Haas, 1980a). The debate
regarding the role of a hegemonic actor in a regime analysis is relevant for this study of
oil pollution regime. It is important to understand how a strong actor influences the
regime maintenance and change. Even though the discussion concerns powerful states
performing in regimes as hegemon actors, taking into account the European Union, “a
body which is neither a state nor an orthodox international organization” (Vogler, 2005,
p. 836), and considering it as an actor in the oil pollution regime is essential and these
aspects will be analyzed in the following chapters.

2.2. EU in International Environmental Politics
The debate about emergence of the EU as a strong actor within international
environmental politics is necessary for this research because once its role in and influence
on shaping environmental policies is recognized a chance appears to discuss its role in the
global issue of oil pollution at sea. Studying the EU position within international
environmental politics is relevant and will be used later because there is a need to first
understand the tendency of development of the EU in the international environmental
diplomacy and then analyze how it is connected with its activity within the global oil
pollution regime.
In recent years increasing interest arose in debates around the role of the EU in
international environmental politics and its “ethical interests in an attempt to shape global
order through normative change” (Falkner, 2007, p. 507). “The emergence of the EU as a
leading player in global environmental politics could hardly have been predicted”
(Vogler, 2005, p.836). In the early 1990s when the United States was renouncing its role
of international leader in environmental policy3 there appeared a challenging opportunity
for the EU (Vogler, 2005; Falkner, 2007). At that time the EU has emerged as a central
actor in global environmental policy-making, especially when it was claimed that the EU
“will probably not remain America's principal ally” and the EU “has become an
important shaping factor in international relations” (Maull, 2005, p.775). Subsequently,
an assumption was made in environmental international relations that the EU is an actor
in its own right, it demonstrates its own will and preferences, “is distinguishable from its
constituent 25 member states and is capable of taking action at the international level”
(Vogler, 2005, p. 837). Definitely, the rise of the EU leadership with respect to global
environmental issues confirms the dispute that “global interests and universal values” are
in the centre of European foreign policy (Falkner, 2007). And “the EU possesses an
important ability to catalyze elements of global order” (Maull, 2005, p.777).
3

Finally- rejection of the Kyoto Protocol and negative approach to other multilateral enterprises such as the
Convention on Biodiversity
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In the early 1970s when the world was experiencing the start of global environmentalism
and the first UN environmental conference4 took place the EU did not have any common
environmental policy. It was until the 1987 when the Single European Act was created
and the EU role in international relation became “greener” (Falkner, 2007). The Single
European Act, where environmental protection was set up as one of the overall policy
goals of the EU, provided a legal basis and was the first step in change of the EU
international role (Connelly et al., 1999). The EU actively participated in the UN
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED5) in 1992. The “EU’s
environmental powers” was strengthened more by the time of the World Summit on
Sustainable Development6 when the European Commission developed the strategy on
sustainable development (2001) and the global sustainability strategy (2002). Thus, the
EU is claimed to play a leading role in environmental policy-making on the global stage.
When entering international environmental negotiations the EU can act in its own right as
an international actor (Connelly et al., 1999). The EU capability of effective performance
as an actor in negotiations varies from case to case. For instance, the EU is the leading
actor in the area of trade in hazardous waste, climate change and many others. Moreover,
the ability of the EU to appear as a single actor depends on whether other parties in
negotiation are willing to treat the EU and recognize it as a single unit (Vogler, 2005).
Besides, the Member States should also have a collective view and agree that the EU acts
by its own representing states’ common ideas.
In the past decades an international identity of the EU has developed in a way that
increased its leadership role in the international environmental arena (Sbragia, 1999). It is
necessary to understand “the EU's ascendant role as a leader” in international
environmental relations in order to help analyzing its role within the global oil pollution
regime.
In this short theoretical basis it is obvious that the EU is taking a position of a leading
actor in international environmental diplomacy; however, a deeper study regarding this
aspect will be continued in the following chapter supplemented by an analysis on how the
EU acts at the international level within the global oil pollution regime. Because the
study on the EU role within the global oil pollution regime needs to be conducted in a
broader context and within the background of the general position of the EU in the issue
of oil pollution as well as its position at the international relations.

4

1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm Conference) where
environmental issues were put on the global agenda
5
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Rio Earth Summit). Agenda 21 and
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development with its 27 principles were developed. Afterwards, the
EU pushed for the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol on climate change and Convention on Biological
Diversity (Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety)
6
2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (Johannesburg Summit)
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2.3. Regime Interplay
“Publicized cases of inter-regime tension should not lead scholars and
practitioners to conceive of regime interplay as a generally
problematic phenomenon to be circumscribed whenever possible...”
(Stokke, 2001, p.3)
Due to the fact that the world is facing a great variety of environmental problems and
states being concerned are trying to address them there is a growing number of regimes
appear in international relation. This makes different regimes cover the same issues.
Thus, it is important to understand the interplay between these regimes in order to make a
general picture of how regime interplay may affect regimes themselves. These both
aspects will be relevant and used for the study of the oil pollution regime in the following
chapters.
Study of regime interplay is a relatively novel field in the theory of regime (Andersen,
2002). The progress in study of regime interplay is very limited because there has been
no consensus reached on the classification of the varieties of interplay and on the defining
how regime interplay influences regimes themselves (Stokke, 2001). In addition, interest
to study regime interplay has appeared only recently and the studies themselves were
conducted randomly and unsystematically focusing most of the time on the most relevant
conflicts in political debates such as between trade and environmental regimes
(Schoenbaum, 1997). These cases were initiated to study how to reconcile conflicts
between regimes rather than how regimes interplay in general (Stokke, 2001).
Nevertheless, some advances have been made in the study of regimes interplay and
typologies to distinguish interplays were constructed by a number of scholars.
Most of the researchers of international relations give a focus in their works on
effectiveness when investigating regimes or the role of regime interplay. Studying
regimes and their interplay they refer most of the time to examples of horizontally
situated regimes- that is involvement of regimes on the same or on different levels of
societal organization- with different scopes (international trade and environmental
regimes). However, discussion about international and regional regimes covering the
same issue area and interplay between them will be used as a guide for this research. To
this end, activity of the EU in the field of sea oil pollution can be considered as a regional
regime and thus interplay between it and the global regime will be analyzed. The overall
effectiveness of the oil pollution regime will not be addressed in this study because the
main focus here is given to the regime interplay.
Some of the regimes support provisions provided by another regime, conversely, others
counteract them, duplicate activities or are in conflict (Stokke, 2001). Often in literature
regime interplay is framed negatively when studies are focusing on institutional
competition or charge the increased “regime density” as problematic. However, Keohane
et al. (1993) in Stokke (2001) giving examples about different case studies on
environmental regimes conclude that “cooperation among agencies is more salient than
inter-institutional conflict” (p. 3). There are a number of conditions under which different

regimes can support and complement each other and this needs attention in order to
understand the case of oil pollution regime.
Sometimes, it is not clear where one regime ends and the other begins. This delimitation,
however, is useful for the analysis of interplay between regimes. Regime interplay occurs
when “contents, operation or consequences of one institution (the recipient regime) are
significantly affected by another (the tributary regime)” (Stokke, 2001, p.2). Regimes
interact when a regime and its components are imitated for creation of another regime
and then contents of a regime are changed. Or else arrangement of one regime can be
used for geographical extension under another regime. In other cases interplay between
regimes may lead to either improvement or obstruction of the goals of a regime and
behaviour of parties is affected. This can happen unintentionally or purposely depending
on the intentions of a regime’s participants or other influential actors in the given issue
area (ibid.).
Describing overlapping scopes of international regimes Andersen (2002) refers to Young
who make distinctions between four types of regime interplay. Embedded regimes are
regimes that are embedded in “overarching institutional arrangements” that comprise a
more extensive context (overarching) of principles and practices. Nested regimes are
integrated into functionally or geographically broader institutional frameworks covering
the same issue area. Clustered regimes are those that are combined on purpose of several
other regimes in a broader institutional arrangement. Overlapping regimes are regimes
that have unintentional influences on at least one other regime (Young 1996 in Andersen,
2002). However, these categories pose some limitations for investigation of the role of
regime interplay for the reason that they were created for other purposes (Stokke, 2000)
and will not be considered in the research of oil pollution regime. Because embedded
regimes were set “to make an empirical point” such as for instance that a global trade
regime is embedded in a broader institution – sovereignty. Nestedness appeared in regime
analysis in order to specify “a constraint on change in normative systems, posed by the
fact that such systems are typically linked hierarchically to more encompassing rules and
power relationships” (Stokke, 2001, p.4) Clustered regimes were used to describe
primary a “strategy for international negotiators who were seeking to overcome barriers
to agreement by means of package deals” and also “to illuminate the process of
institutional bargaining” (ibid.). Overlapping regimes initially appeared as a category in
order to explain regime effectiveness.
Stokke (2000) in his turn identifies four pathways of regime interplay in order to provide
a conception of interacting dynamics between regimes. He distinguishes these pathways
by giving particular examples of different regimes, their characteristics and interplay but
does not provide extensive descriptions of the very pathways themselves. However,
following his examples and discovering specific aspects of regime interplay it is clear
how these interplays are being positioned under different types. In short, he explains that
the pathway of diffusion, a mechanism by which interplay between regimes occurs,
describes how one regime may affect the normative elements of another regime. This
interplay occurs when basic principles, norms and rules defined under one regime are
used within another regime. Thus, the normative elements are diffusing between regimes.
For an example of diffusive interplay he gives fisheries management regimes where
certain provision to control straddling stocks have been developed in the global regime
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(of Fish Stock Agreement) and then copied by regional regimes. In addition, some
measures of regional regimes provided a material for diffusion back to the global regime.
Political spillover occurs when “interests or capabilities defined under one regime
influence the operation of another” (Stokke, 2000, p. 222). This can happen in cases
when a particular actor of a regime uses its interests and political capability to influence
another regime. For instance, in the same example of straddling fish regimes the positions
and roles of actors establishing regional regimes reflected their interests in favour of their
regional regimes when negotiated on the global regime. And particular actors were able
to exercise their leadership and take an active role in order to promote its own demands at
global regime. “State capabilities defined by one regime, such as the coastal-state
privileges inside the EEZ, can be mobilized to influence the operation of another regime”
(Stokke, 2000, p.227).
The normative interplay is used to define interplay when there is a conflict between
regimes. It is the interplay between regimes where the rules in one regime contradict the
rules upheld under another and affect the normative compellence of the latter. Often this
interaction demonstrates the interplay between regimes aiming at liberal trade and
protection of the environment (Stokke, 2000). For instance, cases when trade measures
are included into the compliance of environmental regimes may undermine the
compellence of trade regimes. Therefore, this pathway is not relevant for analysis of
interplay between regimes because both of them cover the oil pollution issue without
focusing on trade.
The forth pathway of operational interplay “refers to deliberate coordination of activities
under separate regimes in order to avoid normative conflict or wasteful duplication”
(Stokke, 2000, p.222). This coordination can be promoted by the global regime or it can
emerge when “ruling bodies discover that their programmes or regulatory work interact”
(Stokke, 2000, p. 230). The operational interplay occurs between regimes when such
coordination is taken in order to increase coherence between norms and rules of different
regimes which concern the same activity and actors.
However, Stokke (2001) presents another set of typologies of regime interplay and
distinguishes between utilitarian interplay, normative, and ideational interplay. Here,
utilitarian interplay occurs in cases where rules undertaken within one regime change the
costs or benefits of behavioural options addressed by another regime. This type of
interplay is not suitable for the currents research because these cost-benefit aspects are
not within the scope of the study. The normative interplay in this set refers to the
pathway of normative interplay described above. Another type of regime interplay is
ideational interplay which is analogous to the interplay described as diffusive where the
tributary regime provides various solutions that are emulated for problem-solving under
the recipient regime. In addition, ideational interplay refers to cases where one regime
can support the effectiveness of another when political attention is drawn at different
levels to the problems that are covered by regimes and solutions how to solve them
(Stokke, 2001).
However, despite the number of different ways for analysis of regime interplay, there no
single typology can be used when analyzing interplay, rather several types can be
applied. Typology to address the interaction between the global oil pollution regime and
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the regime developed by the EU will be used such as diffusion pathway of interplay, or
ideational interplay, operational interplay, and political spillover. These types will be
elaborated further in the following chapter with respect to the oil pollution regime to find
out the nature of regimes interplay.
In order to understand the dynamics of regimes interplay Andersen stresses that time
dimension is very important since regime development and evolution always takes some
amount of time (Andersen, 2002). In some regimes it takes several years to adopt and
implement an arrangement, whereas for others it does not take a long time. Regime
development is influenced by many factors such as interests, power and priorities of
parties. Nevertheless, Andersen turns her focus on how development stages over time can
affect the interplay between regimes. She distinguishes 4 stages of a regime development:
1. The agenda setting phase (awareness of the issue is growing, demand for an
agreement increased)
2. The regime formation phase (negotiations are taking place, an agreement ready
for signing and ratification)
3. The implementation phase (agreement is to be implemented)
4. The review/evaluation phase, (implementation of agreements is assessed and
evaluated)
She discusses further on how one regime can influence another in a context of these
development stages. She argues that, when in different development stages two regimes
covering the same issue with similar interests, power and member states, the regime at
the later stage will have an influence on the regime at the earliest stage of development.
Usually there are certain provisions in international agreements that parties have to
comply with when negotiating new agreements. If an emerging regime overlaps in
functional scopes with an existing one, then normally countries negotiating the new
regime will follow up already adopted agreements to make regimes compatible with each
other. If the interests of these parties of two regimes are in line there will be no much of
conflict in this respect between these regimes (Andersen, 2002). Then the regime under
formation will take into account experiences of a settled regime and diffusion of norms
and notions from the latter will take place.
This can serve as a point of departure for further elaboration. If countries negotiating on a
new regime have contrasting interest of those in the existing regime, there might a
conflict emerge while a new regime is being developed. Andersen claims that a regime
under formation will be influenced by an established regime and that parties of it will
seek to go after existing agreements. However, if countries pursuing the same objectives
have different interests in achieving them or are more powerful they probably will not
desire to follow up others but would rather wish to create new agreements trying to
influence the “older” regime. The regime under formation can have an influence on the
more established regime and it is always necessary to keep in mind power and interests of
relevant parties. In case of the oil pollution regime, the “older” regime is the global
regime developed by IMO, and correspondingly the activity or the new regional regime
of the EU is a tributary regime. Thus, for the analysis of oil regimes interplay time
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dimension will be also applied in order to see how these regimes were developing with a
time flow.
2.4. Theory Application
Theoretical aspects of the international environmental regime concept are important
for present research because it will be applied when studying the oil pollution regime.
Concept of an environmental regime and its elements will be used to describe the oil
pollution regime in the following chapters. Theory about regime interplay will be used
for distinguishing the role of the EU in the international oil pollution regime. Since the
EU is taking actions on regional level to deal with oil pollution there are two hypotheses
appear:
Hypothesis 1. The EU is an actor within the global oil pollution regime and it is
implementing the requirements created by IMO. Also it can influence the global oil
pollution regime from inside when becoming a stronger player. (Figure 1)

global
regime

implementation

actor

EU

Figure 1 Possible ways of how the activity of the EU can influence the global oil
pollution regime: being a strong actor

Hypothesis 2. The EU is implementing regulations of the global regime and creates its
own regional regime which in its turn can influence the global oil pollution regime by
interacting with it. (Figure 2)
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Figure 2 Possible ways of how the activity of the EU can influence the global oil
pollution regime: through its own regime
Thus, theory application of regime interplay will be needed to discuss these assumptions.
Regarding the first hypothesis the EU seeks to comply with global agreements. However,
it is trying to become a full member to IMO and the global regime. Hence, here the
background on how the EU behaves in international environmental politics is very
appropriate. It will help to analyze how the EU acts at the international level and whether
it can be a strong actor within the global regime. Theoretical background on the main
actors within an international regime will be used here too.
When taking into consideration the second hypothesis it is possible to analyse the
activities of the EU in relation toward the global oil pollution regime in respect to
comparison of two regimes and analysis of interplay between them. Therefore, for this
analysis the approach will be to use different types of regime interplay and distinguish
whether or how these regimes interact and what the following consequences of this
interaction are. Additionally, analysis of the EU activities in the oil pollution issue and its
relation to the global oil pollution regime will be also conducted in a way focusing on the
role of the EU in international environmental politics in order to see what role the EU
plays at global level and how this influences the oil pollution regime.
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Chapter 3 IMO and the Oil Pollution Regime
“Safe, secure and efficient shipping on clean oceans”
(IMO, 2002)
3.1. Oil Pollution Control
In order to control oil pollution from vessels and protect marine environment
worldwide it is necessary to set up uniform standards for international shipping at global
level. International uniformity is essential because unilateral regulations that vary among
states can be conflicting with each other and give obstacles to global shipping.
Maritime safety and environmental standards are set up within IMO global regime. These
global standards concerning all the aspect of ship design, construction, manning,
equipment and operation ensure that international shipping is facilitated in a common
way for all states without giving any advantages to any flag state or to any coastal or port
states. The framework of uniform standards is developed by IMO which is recognised as
the only body for adoption of regulations to deal with international shipping. Moreover,
IMO is entitled to balance conflicting interests of flag states that require saving their
freedom of navigation with coastal states that demand for stricter protection from oil
pollution (Frank, 2005). General objectives of IMO include the design of measures to
prevent accidents at sea and pollution of marine environment, to ensure the safety of life
at sea and others. However, in the current research only the aspects covering vesselsource oil pollution will be discussed. First in this chapter a historical overview of
formation and development of the oil pollution regime will be given, followed by the
description of IMO and its activities within the regime. Then the main features of the
regime will be discussed by analyzing conventions in order to give the overall picture on
how the oil pollution is regulated on global scale.
In order to control oil pollution of the marine environment worldwide there are a number
of policies exist on international level. This policy contains two complementary aspects.
The first aspect concerns the prevention of oil pollution, so called “measures aiming at
prevention ex ante” (Hui, 2006)
The second policy aspect includes actions against oil pollution itself and polluters, which
are referred to as “measures aiming at compensation ex post” (Hui, 2006). In cases when
an accident at sea occurs causing pollution by oil spilled from a ship, responsible
authorities should take measures in order to react quickly and effectively for protection of
marine environment and the shore. Also those who make violations of the law and cause
the damage of the marine environment should be responsible and pay.
In accordance to these policy aspects the global oil pollution regime consists of several
conventions:
For oil pollution (ex ante and ex post)
• International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973,
as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto (MARPOL)

•
•

International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in
Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties (INTERVENTION), 1969
International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and
Co-operation (OPRC), 1990

For Liability and Compensation (ex post)
• International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution (CLC), 1969
• International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund
for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage (FUND), 1971
• International Convention on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution
Damage, 2001
This research does not cover the issue of liability and compensation for the reason that
this aspect is outside the scope of the current study and regulations for liability and
compensation are not central in the oil pollution regime but the regulations for prevention
of oil pollution and for response to it are assumed to be the core of the regime and thus
more important on the moment of this research. That is the MARPOL and OPRC
Conventions will be discussed in details. However, first it is necessary to give an
overview on how vessel-source oil pollution was regulated before the adoption of these
conventions.
3.2. Historical Overview of the Oil Pollution Regime
Over the past five decades the world’s environmental consciousness has emerged and
undergone dramatic changes as well as the number of international regulations for the
protection of environment has increased so that in general it is possible to distinguish
three stages in development of international environmental policy. Following the events
in time these three stages are distinguished and the rise and evolution of concern for
marine environment protection can be captured and it can be noted that development of
the international oil pollution regime was going in line with the growth of general global
environmental awareness (Table 1).
After having divided international environmental politics into stages and knowing how
the oil pollution regime was developing with it, it will be possible to put it in line with the
activity of the EU concerning environmental politics as well as oil pollution issues and
analyze any linkages between them. Each of the periods in international environmental
politics has specific characteristics that determine the way of development of
international environmental policy.
The first stage in international environmental policy begins in the 1940s and 1950s when
specialized agencies of the United Nations were established and lasts till the preparations
for the Stockholm Conference in 1972 (Andresen, 2005). During this period
environmental problems were considered as technical in nature and solutions to solve
them were narrowly technical accordingly; the dominant actors were only developed
states (ibid.). The IMCO (precursor of IMO) was established with a functional mandate
covering a specific issue area and started to operate as independent intergovernmental
organization. At that time concern was raised that oil discharged from ships around the
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world was causing environmental damage and the first treaty with regard to marine
pollution was developed. The international regime for control of oil discharges at sea
appeared with the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Seas by
Oil (OILPOL) of 1954 in which only the problem of coastal oil pollution was addressed
(Young, 1999). Regulations of this convention will be discussed in the following subchapter to understand how the oil pollution was treated at the start of the regime
existence.
In 1972 the Stockholm Conference took place that can be considered as the start of the
second phase in the development of international environmental politics (Andresen,
2005). It covers the period up to the preparations to the Rio Summit in 1992. During this
period environmental problems were recognized as greater than just technical having
multi-dimensional characteristics with socio-economic implications. The UNEP was
established in order to address global as well as regional environmental problems. At the
same time the US experiencing a strong increase in environmental awareness and having
a great merchant fleet laid the pressure over the IMCO and the International Conference
on Marine Pollution were held in 1973 (Tan, 2006). Following the Conference the oil
pollution regime's provisions were then contained in the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL, 1973), which was consisted of
regulations for both tanker operations and tanker equipment (Mitchell, 1994). It will be
examined below how the sea oil pollution is regulated by the MARPOL Convention.
Meanwhile, environmental consciousness in the world was growing and the Stockholm
Conference reflected this and the fact that environmental degradation was serious. The
result of the Stockholm Conference was that, inter alia, a number of recommendations
was given on the marine environment. Consequently, in the following years the Law of
the Sea Convention (LOSC, 1982) was adopted that “provides a broad jurisdictional
framework within which the regulation of marine pollution can be located” (Tan, 2006).
In order to avoid accidents at sea and prevent pollution from vessels the Part XII of the
LOSC, on the Protection and Preservation of the Marine Environment, requires that
international standards and rules, “existing and future pollution control conventions” be
adopted under the auspices of IMO (Fayette, 2001; Tan, 2006). During these years the oil
pollution regime was evolving keeping up with IMO that has produced a vast amount of
recommendations, codes, resolutions and guidelines; although most of them are not
legally binding some of the codes are incorporated into binding instruments and have a
mandatory effect (Tan, 2006). Generally, IMO, “one of the unsung heroes of our times”
(Fayette, 2001, p. 159), by its work in regulation of global shipping and tackling the oil
pollution has been successfully managing the global oil pollution regime.
The Rio Summit (United Nations Conference on Environment and Development) in 1992
is considered as the start of the third period in the international environmental politics
that runs till the present (Andresen, 2005). In this period the world turned into the “new
buzz” discourse of “environment and development” and sustainable development and
turned its attention to the vessel-source pollution and degradation of marine environment
calling upon IMO to take measures for the sake of safe navigation and prevention of
marine damage caused by ships. The 1992 Rio Declaration is important for general
principles of international environmental law and policy, whereas Chapter 17 of Agenda
21 is relevant to the work of IMO that enunciate a minimum programme of action to deal
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with degradation of the marine environment caused by ships (Fayette, 2001). This period
is also characterized by the adoption of a large number of MEAs (Multilateral
Environmental Agreements). Since this period important actions have been taken on
regional scales in order to address the problem of oil pollution caused by vessels.
Particularly the action taken by the EU will be discussed in the coming chapters.
Table 1 Oil pollution regime evolution along with the stages of the international
environmental politics (iep)
1st stage of iep
2nd stage of iep
3rd stage of iep
1940-1972
1972-1992
1992-present
Environmental problems are Stockholm Conference
takes place
of technical nature
UN is the main actor in iep
IMO established 1948
OILPOL 1954
Oil pollution regime initial
years
UK – great interest in
shipping- influence on
regime
World’s demand for oil was
growing- larger oil tankersmore transportation

Environmental problems –
socio-economic
Degradation of marine
environment is strongly
recognized

Rio Summit
Agenda 21, Principles of
Rio Declaration – need to
preserve marine
environment
LOSC in force 1994

OILPOL not effective

Huge oil pollution incidents
– Greater concern is risen

MARPOL 1973, 1978

Amendments to MARPOL

LOSC adopted 1982

OPRC Convention came
into force 1995 (discussed
below)

US concerned about oil
pollution, great fleetinfluence the regime

Regional actions (EU on
stage)

As mentioned above the international oil pollution regime originates from the early 1950s
with the adoption of OILPOL. To give a comprehensive overview of the regulations for
oil pollution in the global oil pollution regime this convention will be now discussed,
then IMO will be described and the MARPOL Convention will be examined.
3.3. The Early Years of the Oil Pollution Regime
The potential of oil discharged from ships to pollute the marine environment was
recognized as a problem already in the early years of the 20th century and many countries
developed maritime laws to control shipping and oil dischargers on national level. In
result, requirements and standards varied among countries and were sometimes
conflicting which was problematic for global shipping. However, serious attempts to deal
with this problem at the international level were initiated in the 1950s. By this time the
concern over oil pollution was high among UK environmentalists and the ship-owning
interests there had been growing too so that the necessity for regulations to tackle the
problem had grown (Tan, 2006). In 1954, a conference was organized by the United
Kingdom to negotiate on oil discharges from ships where International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954 (OILPOL 1954) - the first multilateral
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agreement on oil pollution control - was adopted. Hence, the oil pollution regime started
its initial existence.
In the early years of the oil pollution regime the OILPOL Convention recognized main
principles that the major oil pollution of the marine environment from merchant ships
was the result of routine tanker operations and from the discharge of wastes oil from
machinery spaces (IMO, 2002). In the 1950 it was a common practice to wash the tanks
out with water and then dump the mixture of oil and water into the sea (Tan, 2006). Thus,
the initial oil pollution regime covered only operational oil pollution but measures to deal
with accidental pollution or pollution caused by other substances were not included.
Nevertheless, the adoption of the Convention was already a big step forward because
many countries were not willing to have any conventions at all and only a few countries
out of those attending the conference considered the problem of oil pollution seriously
(Mitchell, 1994).
The Convention entered into force in 1958 aimed at tackling the problem of sea pollution
by oil, by prohibiting the dumping of wastes oil within a certain distance from land and in
specific areas that were more sensitive and vulnerable to environmental damage.
Particularly the major rules of the regime covered two main aspects (IMO, 2002):
•

The establishment of series of “prohibited zones” extending at least 50 miles
from the nearest land where the discharge of oil or of mixtures containing
more than 100 parts of oil per million was forbidden.

•

It contained requirements for Contracting Parties to take measures in order to
ensure the provision in ports of facilities for the reception of waste oil from
non-tankers.

Establishment of reception facilities in ports for tankers was not a binding obligation but
had rather a recommendation character (Tan, 2006). Moreover, ships were still free to
discharge any amounts of waste oils anywhere in the ocean but outside the prohibited
zones. Consequently, the regime was yet limited by its provisions to influence effectively
the oil pollution. But starting from the emergence of the Convention marine pollution
from ships became a separate important topic on international agenda and Article XXI of
the Convention provided that responsibilities for the Convention would be undertaken by
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) when it came into being (IMO, 2002)
Following entry into force of the IMO Convention in 1958, just a few months before the
OILPOL convention entered into force, the depository responsibilities and Secretariat
functions over the Convention were transferred from the UK Government to IMCO (Tan,
2006). Thus, IMO already from the start was managing the OILPOL and the oil pollution
regime with its analytical elements was in their hands.
Soon the world was facing the big boom in the international oil trade and the world
tanker fleet had grown in tonnage tremendously and tankers too had increased in size so
that in the 1960s tankers were in average around 30,000 dwt (deadweight tons) and in the
late 1970s some reached the size of over 400,000 dwt (MB, 1991). The result was in
growing threat of oil pollution from these ships. Furthermore, it was known that facilities
in many ports for reception of waste oils were inadequate or were not there at all. Most of
the countries could not comply with requirements for these facilities and the only fact that
they would have to ensure the reception facilities had deterred some states from ratifying
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the Convention. The convention enforcement was “fraught with inadequacies” and the
compliance with the convention was to some extend impossible (Tan, 2006).
Additionally, in the global regime it was also difficult to prosecute those who violated the
rules and discharged oil in the prohibited zones. It was clear that the OILPOL regime was
not as effective as some had hoped. With a major concerns and pressures of the United
Kingdom in 1962 IMCO held a conference to amend the Convention. The amendments
were adopted that enlarged the prohibited zones and extended its application to vessels of
a lower tonnage. As to reception facilities for non-tanker, new provisions were weakened
because states now had to only “take all appropriate measures to promote reception
facilities” (Tan, 2006). Nonetheless, for oil companies it was still concern that oil
pollution will be controlled more strictly and a new measure was incorporated for tankers
– the load-on-top system (LOT) which reduced the need for reception facilities in ports.
Tankers carry their cargo in tanks or within the ship hulls. After the oil is discharged
some amount of it is still left adhering on cargo tank walls and these tanks have to be
carefully cleaned. During tank cleaning and ballasting tanks are filled with seawater
which is mixing with remained oil creating slops. The cheapest and easiest way was just
to discharge them overboard. It was estimated that by the 1970s million tons of oil were
put into sea annually by intentional discharges from thousands tankers (Mitchell, 1994).
It was considered that the LOT system would improve on the standards of the oil
pollution regime. The LOT involved a special slop tank combining ballast and cleaning
slops in one tank whereto the oil mixtures are pumped. Oil is gradually separating from
water and remains floating on the surface so that water beneath it can be discharged into
the sea and the next portion of oil is loaded on top of the remained oil. The advantage of
this process was for both the oil owner in that less of valuable cargo was lost, and also for
the environmental goal of reducing operational oil pollution.
New amendments were adopted for the OILPOL in 1969 that contained rules for further
restriction of operational discharges of oil and introduction of the LOT system. Despite
the fact that the Convention was amended several times the oil pollution could not be
effectively reduced. The situation became a disaster two years earlier in 1967 when oil
tanker “Torrey Canyon” grounded off the south-west of British coast and spilled 120,000
tons of crude oil into the sea (Time, 2008). It was the biggest oil spill and the worst
marine pollution at that time which had important consequences for global attitude to oil
pollution. There was a need to do something to change the control over the ship-source
oil pollution and it needed to be done at the international level, thus, through IMCO.

3.4. IMO
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) was established as the first global
institution in order to deal with marine affairs and protection of marine environment by
developing and maintaining a global regulatory regime for international shipping. The
Convention on the International Maritime Organization adopted under the auspices of the
United Nations in Geneva in 1948 set out the establishment of IMO7 which met in 1959
7

The name to International Maritime Organization was changed in 1982, before it was the InterGovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization
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for the first time (IMO, 2002). IMO is a specialized agency of the United Nations which
has the main objective to take measures for improvement of safety and security of
international shipping and to assist states on matters affecting international shipping by
creating high standards for efficient navigation (Nandan, 1994). It is also responsible for
prevention of marine pollution from ships and protection of marine environment.
At the beginning of its activity IMO was mainly focusing on development of
international legislation dealing with safety and prevention of marine pollution. Various
treaties were created and adopted so that up till now IMO conventions concern more than
98% of world merchant shipping tonnage (IMO, 2002). Currently IMO is working on
updating legislation when it is needed, tries to ensure that it is ratified by a bigger number
of countries and implemented in an appropriate way.
IMO is the body created and sustained by Governments of the world. There are 167
Member States at present in IMO (IMO, 2002). These are actually the government that
create, refine and adopt various standards and provisions for international shipping.
These governments though also have to implement and enforce these standards
themselves to comply with international legislation uniformly in order to guarantee good
results (Mitropoulos, 2007a).
The governing body of IMO is the Assembly which consists of all the Member States and
meets one time per every two years for adoption of recommendations and technical
resolutions. In the period between Assembly meetings the Council plays the role of the
governing body. There are a number of committees and sub-committees that carry out the
main technical work. The Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) has responsibility for
technical work such as safety of navigation, radio communication, life-saving
arrangements, search and rescue, ship design and equipment, fire protection, standards of
training and watch keeping, containers and cargoes, and dangerous goods carriage (IMO,
2002). The Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) the body within IMO
that is empowered to consider any matters within the scope of the Organisation deals with
administration and coordination of the activities related to the prevention and control of
marine pollution. The Committee may function as the secretariat of some treaties adopted
by IMO, and thus not only members of IMO but also non-member who are parties to
these treaties attend the Committee (Nandan, 1994). The Committee meets only a few
times per year and the progress in their work seems to go slowly. This is caused partly
due to procedural and organizational obstacles and partly due to political and economic
impediments (Fayette, 2001). It comes as no surprise that those states that have large
fleets may be reluctant to adopt new environmental regulations due to the fact that
requirements for changes may be very expensive for ship-owners. Thus, there is always a
challenge for concerned coastal states to persuade flag states to adopt and implement
regulation in order to protect the marine environment.
For the work of IMO it is allowed by IMO Convention to consult and co-operate with
NGOs. IMO may grant observer status to various environmental and industry NGOs so
that they attend meetings of IMO in a position of observers and have almost the same
rights as member governments. The NGOs that participate in the work of the MEPC
include ship-owners, oil industries, ports, harbours and a number of environmental NGOs
so that in the oil pollution regime they are also members to it and subjects to its rules,
norms, procedures and principles (ibid.). These organisations as observers can not present
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any new proposals on their own; however, they are able to persuade a particular state to
do so. Therefore, NGOs play a significant role in contribution to the development of new
regulations of the oil pollution regime and may have a great influence on some
governments.
There are also 42 inter-governmental organizations that have concluded agreements of
cooperation with IMO (IMO, 2002). The European Commission is among them and also
has an observer status which allows it to participate in the IMO activities on the informal
basis by coordinating its Member States without entering negotiations or speaking on
behalf of the Community. “Neither can it refer to EU decisions, which may lead to
positions being taken up that are contrary to the Union's interest” (Mr Boschen, email
communication). Consequently, in the oil pollution regime the European Commission is
not allowed to negotiate on the regime changes by its own.
Despite the fact that there is such a big number of different representatives of countries
and interest groups within committees and the time for meetings is very limited a lot of
work has been done to deal with ship-source pollution. It is often claimed that progress at
IMO is slow, but many times the activity of IMO is overlooked and it is remembered
only when an incident happens at sea (Fayette, 2001). However, IMO endeavours to take
rapidly effective measures to prevent accidents in future, to minimise the damage for the
environment and manage the oil pollution regime in an efficient way. During the recent
years of the IMO work safety has increased and “oil spills have been reduced to one third
or less of the level they were at 10 years ago” (Mitropoulos, 2007b).

3.5. Oil Pollution Regime Regulations
3.5.1. The MARPOL Convention
As it was already discussed above the oil pollution regime of OILPOL Convention
was not effective in regulation oil pollution from ships and in 1973 the IMCO held a
conference for negotiation of a new treaty- the International Convention for the
Prevention of Marine Pollution from Ships, MARPOL 1973 Convention. The goal of the
conference was to replace the OILPOL with new rules that would relate to all major types
of vessel-source marine pollution. Thus, the oil pollution regime was still managed by
IMCO, but changes within it were made by changing the rules under the same principles
that pollution of the marine environment by oil is a serious problem and has to be
addressed. To achieve the objective of this research only the rules covering oil pollution
from vessels will be considered.
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) is
the core of the oil pollution regime and the main international convention that deals with
prevention of accidental and operational pollution of the marine environment from ships.
The Convention was adopted on the 2nd of November in 1973 covering pollution by oil,
chemicals, harmful substances in packaged form, sewage, garbage and air pollution. The
Protocol relating to the MARPOL Convention was adopted in 1978 (1978 MARPOL
Protocol) and absorbed the parent Convention so that the MARPOL Convention is
actually a combination of these two treaties of 1973 and 1978 years and one single
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instrument referred to as the International Convention for the Prevention of Marine
Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto
(MARPOL 73/78) (IMO, 2002). It entered into force in 1983 and has been amended
through the years. The Convention includes six technical Annexes where Annex I and
Annex II are compulsory for accepting by Parties to the Convention and others are
optional. The Annex I consists of regulations for the prevention of pollution by oil and
will be studied in this research.
3.5.2. Evolution of Regulations
While the regulations provided by OILPOL were not efficiently complied with by all
the world’s vessels and the new regulations were not yet developed by IMO, the US took
actions for more effective regulation for tanker operations. It was a big concern within
the US government that discharge standards were so easily violated by tanker crews and
the violation was very hard to detect so that the oil pollution problem was still remaining
as unsolved. By the beginning of 1970s the US has revised its legislation and proposed to
introduced the requirements for all tankers entering US ports including all the US own
tankers to have pollution reducing equipment installed (Mitchell, 1994). It was obvious
that the LOT system, despite the fact that it was cheaper, was not applied to much extent,
was not very effective and had to be improved. The legislation requirements included that
all large tanker install double-hulls and segregated ballast tanks (SBT) to address both
accidental and operational oil spills. As such, for the SBT new tanks needed to be
constructed for the exclusive ballast carriage in order to reduce operational oil discharges
(Tan, 2006). Even though the SBT equipment was expensive to be installed for oil
companies, who opposed this requirement at the beginning, the US wanted that SBT
requirement was agreed upon on the international level (Mitchell, 1994; Tan, 2006). The
oil companies believed that if they support the SBT it would help to avert the requirement
for double hulls which were much more costly. Consequently, most of the US-based oil
companies finally supported the SBT requirements as well as many shipping states also
accepted them. These circumstances and the pressure from the US have leaded the IMCO
to adopt the MARPOL Convention on the 1973 Conference.
3.5.2.1. Annex I
The MARPOL Convention, particularly, the Annex I introduced the rule to the oil
pollution regime that “every new oil tanker of 70,000 tons deadweight and above shall be
provided with segregated ballast tanks (SBT)” (MARPOL 73, Annex I, Regulation 13).
This equipment standard was advantageous because it improved the situation with ability
to detect the violation of requirement compared to discharges requirements the violation
of which was difficult to detect and prove that a particular ship has spilled oily wastes
into the sea.
Another rules of the oil pollution regime concerned the oil discharges standards which
were largely the same as in the amendments of 1969 to the OILPOL (1954) Convention.
This regulation (Regulation 9 of Annex I) stated that operational discharges into the sea
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of oil from ships are not allowed except the cases when certain conditions are met such as
(IMO, 2002):
− the total quantity of oil which a tanker may discharge in any ballast voyage when
tanker is proceeding en route must not exceed 1/15,000 of the total cargo carrying
capacity of the vessel
− the rate of oil discharged must not exceed 60 litres per mile travelled by the ship
− “no discharge of any oil whatsoever must be made from the cargo spaces of a
tanker within 50 miles of the nearest land”
As in the OILPOL amendments the MARPOL 73 reaffirmed the LOT system for
discharges of cargo tank washings. Additionally, there were regulations added that
required to have an oil record book onboard where all the movements of cargo oil and
residues were recorded, to install oily water separating equipment and oil-filtering
systems as well as oil-discharge monitoring and control systems (IMO, 2002), to install
shipboard technology for retaining slops so that the oil residues can be kept onboard and
then discharged to reception facilities in ports (Tan, 2006).
Another new rule of the regime was the establishment of “special areas” within which
any discharge of oil or oily mixture from any ships including oil tankers of 400 grt and
above shall be prohibited with certain exceptions such as clean or segregated ballast
(MARPOL 73, Annex I, Regulation 10). These special areas which are considered
vulnerable to oil pollution were designated for the purpose of the Annex I and included
the Mediterranean Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Black Sea, the Red Sea and the Gulfs. While in
the special area tankers have to retain oily wastes on board or discharge them to shore
reception facilities. Thus, the MARPOL 73 required ensuring the provision of reception
facilities in all ports. However, many states accepted this provision as not obligatory and
the value of it was “largely negated” (Tan, 2006).
3.5.2.2. Protocol 1978
By the year 1977 a number of ships accidents took place in the US waters which
raised concerns of the American public and the government. This was the time when the
US again took actions and proposed to set up measures for prevention of tanker accidents
which included a proposition to require SBT be installed on all tankers: on new as well as
on existing ones. It was also proposed to make changes within tanker construction and
equipment and that international tankers would go for inspection and certification by the
US Coast Guard (Tan, 2006). That is to say, the US was threatening unilateral action
again and the IMCO called a new marine pollution conference in 1978. Another
important aspect here was that the MARPOL Convention was ratified only by a few
countries which gave a purpose for the conference to improve and modify the
Convention. Thus, the Protocol 1978 to the 1973 MARPOL Convention was developed
to become an integral part of the Convention known as MARPOL 73/79. Many states had
objections against retrofitting existing tankers with SBT because it would be extremely
expensive and reduce the cargo capacity of a tanker by some 15 percent (Mitchell, 1994).
This in its turn was a positive option for tanker owners and shipbuilding interest of some
countries to increase demand for their laid up tankers and bring them back for operation.
However, for oil companies the SBT requirement prompted development of a crude oil
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washing technique (COW) to be used instead of costly SBT equipment. In this case
adhered to the tank walls oil remains are washed with oil cargo itself and dissolve in it.
Consequently, the regulations of the 1978 Protocol made changes to the rule of the
Annex I and required that all new oil tankers of 20,000 dwt and above built after 1982
install both SBT and COW whereas existing tankers of above 40,000 dwt install either
SBT or COW. The SBT was also required to be protectively located in a way that would
minimize cargo tanks damage and oil spill when a collision or grounding occurs (IMO,
2002). In addition, the 1978 Protocol to MARPOL introduced stricter regulations for
surveys, inspections and certification of ships. All port states received legal authority to
inspect tankers certificate and equipments to make sure that they are complied with the
regime equipment rules (Mitchell, 1994). Hence, the rules of the oil pollution regime
treaty were included in the inspection programs and this was taken seriously by tanker
crews. There is a checklist exists for tankers on how to comply with the main requirement
of the MARPOL regime which can be found in the Appendix C of this thesis.
During the 1978 Conference and with the adoption of the Protocol it was clear that most
of the actions and changes within the oil pollution regime were driven by the US demand,
and that the leadership in the regime has shifted to the US from the UK. However, even
though the US could take measures unilaterally, the common set of rules was finally
adopted on the global level in order to use uniform standards for every member of the oil
pollution regime and govern the activities in international shipping that cause the marine
pollution.
3.5.2.3. Amendments
Due to the fact that IMO activity in the oil pollution problem-solving is reactive
rather than proactive any changes within the oil pollution regime are evolving after
catastrophic incidents with tankers have taken place. Rules of the regime that are
contained in the core convention have been changing many times. As such, in 1992
amendments to the Annex I of the MARPOL 73/78 were introduced that required new
and existing oil tankers to have double hulls. As with the previous amendment,
requirement for double hulls was pushed by the US who was threaten by a number of oil
spills and developed unilateral legislations for introduction of double hulls for all tankers
visiting US ports8. Tankers with double-hull are considered to protect the oil cargo from
spillage and the environment from pollution better than single-hull tankers.
In it obvious that tankers of the world are growing older causing the concern about their
safety to enhance too. The majority of all tankers were built in the 1970s. Since that time
the oil industry has not been increasing that much to use the surplus of all tankers tonnage
which had persisted for a long time (IMO, 1996). However, IMO was concerned that the
average age of tankers was high and their safety has been reduced even of the tankers
built in 1980 and 1990. Thus, for the prevention of accidents many of the requirements
for new tankers were extended to existing ones. Hence, in order to regulate oil pollution
on international level IMO required under the new amendments that all new tankers have
double hulls (MARPOL 73/78, Annex I, Regulation 13F). The requirement for double
8

After the widely known “Exxon Valdez” accident in 1989 and the oil pollution caused by the tanker
“American Trader” the US introduced the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 by which new and existing tankers
passing US waters and coming to their ports had to have double hulls by 2015.
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hulls was also applied for existing tankers that have to have double hulls not later than
twenty five years or thirty years after their delivery (Tan, 2006; MARPOL 73/78, Annex
I, Regulation 13G).
Thus, the gradual phasing-out of single hull oil tankers is still taking place in the oil
pollution regime. In the year 2000 double hull tankers accounted only about 20% of the
whole world’s oil tanker fleet. Although the rules in the oil pollution regime have been
adopted, the compliance with them is not being as uniform as the regime assumes it.
Consequently, there are still single hulls tankers ply the ocean and still there are incidents
with oil pollution take place despite the existence of the global regime.
Other regime rules concerning oil discharges from ships into the sea have been modified
as well. Since the early years of the MARPOL regime it was allowed to discharge oily
wastes at the rate of 60 litres per nautical mile, however, it was changed to 30 litres and
for the non-tankers of above 400 grt oily wastes discharges were reduced from 100 parts
per million to 15 parts per million. All existing tankers have to follow a number of
inspections during their periodical, intermediate and annual surveys. Five-year old
tankers and older have to carry on board reports of all surveys conducted to the tanker
and also a conditional evaluation report endorsed by the flag Administration (IMO,
2002).
Additionally, regulation of oil pollution in “special areas” was extended and waters cover
the North Sea and its approaches, the Irish Sea, the Celtic Sea, the English Channel and
its approaches and part of the North East Atlantic were added under the “special areas”.
Other amendments included the regulations for inspections of ships that are in ports of
other parties to the MARPOL by authorized officers of this party in order to ensure that
operational requirements of the Convention are complied with and the ships’ crew is able
to prevent marine pollution. (IMO resolution A.742 (18)).
3.5.2.4. Amendments Proposed by the EU
In the following years, particularly in the 1999 and 2002 two major tanker accidents
occurred, the Erika and Prestige tankers respectively near the European costs. These
accidents and tremendous oil pollution as well as the following political reaction of some
countries prompted IMO to take measures and make changes within the rules of the oil
pollution regime. In particular amendments to the MARPOL 73/78 were done including
the acceleration of phasing-out of older tankers with single hulls, new rules for the
Condition Assessment Scheme (CAS) and other regulation concerning the improvement
of tankers safety and decrease of oil pollution. However, these suggestions for changes
were to a great extent dictated by the European Commission (EC) which will be closely
debated in the following chapter. Proposals of the EC to amend the MARPOL
Convention included (IMO, 2002):
1. Further acceleration of the single-hull phase-out timetable:
•

Category 1 tankers by 2005 instead of 2007

•

Category 2 tankers by 2010 instead of 2015

•

Category 3 tankers by 2010 instead of 2015
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Oil tankers were divided into three categories where category 1 oil tankers are crude
oil tankers of over 20,000 tons without segregated ballast tanks, named pre-MARPOL
tankers. Category 2 tankers are crude oil tankers of over 20,000 tons with segregated
ballast tanks, known as MARPOL tankers. Category 3 includes smaller oil tankers of
5,000 dwt and up to 20,000 tons.
2. Expanded application of the CAS to all single hull tankers of 15 yeas and older.
The CAS requires stricter verifications that the ship structural condition reporting,
documentation and survey procedures are properly carried out and completed.
3. Immediate prohibition of the carriage of heavy grades of oil (HGO) in single hull
tankers of 5,000 dwt and above, “with the period of grace until 2008 for tankers of less
than 5,000 dwt”.
The MARPOL was amended in 2003 in order to apply arrangements similar to those of
the EU to all oil tankers worldwide. The new provision for international regime included
(Europa, 2007):
• “the obligation for the most hazardous grades of oil to be carried only in double
hull oil tankers as of 4 April 2005 at the latest;
• an accelerated programme of phasing-out for single hull oil tankers which cannot
remain in service beyond 2010;
• the expansion and early implementation of the special inspection arrangements for
single hull oil tankers over 15 years old”.
The EC has also adopted new regulation on the regional level. This action and
propositions for the changes within international regime will be considered and discussed
in the chapter covering the EU activities that regulate oil pollution. Also the EU has
shown its capability to influence the provisions at global regime, but this aspect will be
analysed in more precise way below as well.
3.5.3. OPRC Convention
The main provisions in form of rules, norm and principles of the oil pollution regime
are certainly set up in the MARPOL 73/78. However, the OPRC Convention gives
additional features to the regime which is also very important to consider because it gives
further measures to combat the oil pollution at sea and supplements the regime by
providing a global framework for international cooperation in dealing with marine oil
pollution.
This Convention and its regulations that became an important part of the global oil
pollution regime will be discussed here in short.
The history of development of the OPRC Convention is not very long. Only in 1990 IMO
organised a conference to consider the adoption of a new instrument on oil pollution
preparedness and response (Edwards, 2005). Despite the fact that provisions of
MARPOL Conventions were applying for the major part of the world’s fleet, a disastrous
oil accident with the tanker “Exxon Valdez” occurred, which drew a great attention to the
problem of oil pollution and severe consequences of it. In addition, this oil spill revealed
that there was a need for adequate and timely response to oil pollution. Consequently, the
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OPRC Convention was adopted which filled in the gap in the framework of oil pollution
prevention (Martini et al., 2005). This convention became the first international
agreement for responding to oil pollution incidents and for cooperation and mutual
assistance in this field even though there were different regional agreements in many
parts of the world (ibid.).
The major principles that this Convention provides to the regime is that in the event of an
oil pollution incident, prompt and effective action and effective preparation for
combating oil pollution incidents is essential and that mutual assistance and international
co-operation is important (IMO, 2002). Thus, in order to address the cooperation in
contingency planning and emergency response to oil pollution among states the 1990
International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation
(OPRC Convention) has been adopted. The Convention was created in order to “facilitate
international co-operation and mutual assistance in preparing for and responding to major
oil pollution incidents and to encourage States to develop and maintain an adequate
capability to deal with oil pollution emergencies” (Singhota, 1995) as well as it promotes
regional cooperation.
The parties to the convention take the responsibility of defining the measures that must be
taken in the case of oil pollution. According to the convention the measures have to cope
with oil pollution either on national level or in cooperation with other states.
The most important rules added to the oil pollution regime from this convention are that
“each Party shall require that ships entitled to fly its flag have on board a shipboard oil
pollution emergency plan as required by and in accordance with the provisions adopted
by the Organization for this purpose” (OPRC, 1990, Article 3, paragraph 1 (a) ).
Additionally, sea ports also have to have oil pollution emergency plans; “sea ports and oil
handling facilities under its jurisdiction as it deems appropriate have oil pollution
emergency plans or similar arrangements which are coordinated with the national
system” (OPRC, 1990, Article 3, paragraph 3 ). The rule prescribing to have emergency
plans for ships in case of an oil pollution incident is not limited only to the signatories of
the OPRC Convention, but this rule was also incorporated to the MARPOL 73/78 and
thus all the members of the oil pollution regime have to follow it. Regulation of the
Annex I of the MARPOL 73/78 on shipboard oil pollution emergency plan entered into
force in 1993 for new ships and in 1995 for existing tankers. The shipboard oil pollution
emergency plan have to include a detailed list of agencies or officials of administrations
that are responsible for receiving and processing all reports on incident (MARPOL 73/78,
Article 8). All the regime members are required to provide information to IMO and the
OPCC - the IMO Oil Pollution Co-ordination Centre – that was established to carry out a
number of specific functions assigned to IMO by the Convention such as information
services, education and training, technical assistance, co-ordination and mobilization of
international government response to major marine pollution incidents upon the request
of countries in need (Singhota, 1995).
Other rules and procedures were developed in respect with the oil spill incidents
reporting. Ships have to report every amount of oil spilled into sea from this ship or any
observed oil pollution to the coastal authorities of the nearest state. Also in case of oil
spillage at a sea port or in any event of oil discharges at sea responsible persons, maritime
inspection vessels or aircraft and other appropriate services have to report without delay
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about this spillage to the competent national authority or to the nearest coastal State.
Those states upon receiving such reports about oil pollution incident have to inform the
states that might be affected by the oil pollution and IMO (OPRC, 1990, Articles 4 and
5).
Within the oil pollution regime each Party to this Convention have to establish a national
system for preparedness and response in order to respond “promptly and effectively” to
oil pollution incidents. Provisions on how it shall be done are contained in the Article 6
and include rules for the submission of updated information to IMO about “national oil
pollution response authorities; national operational contact points for the receipt and
transmission of oil pollution reports; authorities dealing with mutual assistance in cases
of oil pollution emergencies; oil pollution response equipment; oil pollution experts and
national contingency plans” (Singhota, 1995). Additionally, those parties in the regime
who have signed the OPRC Convention are required to establish individually or in
cooperation with other parties or with oil and shipping industries stockpiles of oil spill
combating equipment, programmes of oil spill combating exercises and trainings and
detailed plans on how to response to an oil pollution incident (OPRC, 1990, Article 6).
Cooperation among parties is promoted by IMO within the oil pollution regime for the
reason that protection of the marine environment from oil pollution can be better
achieved when the capacity of regional and national actions to prevent, control and
reduce this pollution is strengthen. It is also important within the regime to cooperate
with other UN bodies, relevant international and regional organizations in order to
guarantee a coordinated approach in dealing with oil pollution problems and to “avoid
wasteful duplication of efforts” (Singhota, 1995). Thus, with the Convention members of
the regime are encouraged to develop regional agreements for better collective planning
and response to improve the countries’ capacity in dealing with major oil pollution
incidents. Therefore, rules and procedures on how the parties have to cooperate with each
other in the event of an oil spill incident were included to the regime as well. The States
in the regime have to assist each other in technical aspect and provide equipment and
trainings to the Parties who request such help (OPRC, 1990, Articles 7, 9, 10).
Additional norms that this Convention enunciates for the regime is that Governments
should play actively in promotion of research and development relating to the
enhancement of the state-of-the-art of oil pollution preparedness and response and the
exchange of information, (OPRC, 1990, Article 8) and that they should regularly arrange
international symposia on subjects such as technological advances in oil pollution
combating techniques and equipment and develop standards for these techniques and
equipment.
After the OPRC was ready in 1990, it entered into force on May 13th 1995. At that time,
52 countries signed the convention (Van Leeuwen, 2004). At present, there are 90
members of the convention which represents around 65 % of the world shipping tonnage
(IMO, 2002). Among these states there are a lot of European countries due to the fact that
European waters are threaten by tanker incidents, vulnerable to oil pollution and recently
there have been a number of oil pollution incidents affecting the coastlines of several
countries leading to a conflict situation with respect to responsibility for these incidents.
However, still many countries have not ratified the convention which may lead to
problematic situations especially in the areas such as the East Mediterranean where some
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of the countries like Italy and Greece have ratified the Convention while other countries
like Egypt or Lebanon have not. In the event of an oil pollution incident some countries
are prepared and willing to deal with these problems together, while other countries are
not prepared at all and do not posses the necessary equipment and knowledge to deal with
it (Martini et al, 2005). This again shows that compliance with the regulation of the oil
pollution regime is not uniform everywhere and also make it possible to analyze the case
within the European Union.
3.6. Oil Pollution Regime
The previous part of this chapter has described the development of the global
pollution in details in order to show how complicated the process was in establishing
certain rules for international shipping. Following the courses of creation of the global
regime and adoption of amendments it is clear that for IMO it was a challenging work to
create and maintain this regime. This aspect will be included in the following chapters.
In this part the global oil pollution regime will be described in short basing on the theory
application.
The oil pollution regime is the set of a number of rules, principles, norms and procedures
that have been created by IMO in order to regulate and coordinate actions in the marine
and shipping issue area for the purpose to protect the marine environment from oil
pollution caused by ships. The oil pollution regime is based on treaties that aim to
decrease international discharge of oil by tankers into the sea (Mitchell, 1994). The main
elements of the regime are delineated in these legally binding treaties which were
mentioned in the previous section. The core of the oil pollution regime can be considered
to be formed mainly by the MARPOL Convention.
3.6.1. Principles
The main principles, which are beliefs of fact, causation and rectitude, of the regime
are enunciated in the MARPOL 73/78 Convention and OPRC Convention. Principles
include such statements as that there is a need to preserve the human environment in
general and the marine environment in particular; that deliberate, negligent and accidental
release of oil presents a serious source of pollution; that precautionary measures and
prevention in avoiding oil pollution is important; that when an oil pollution incident
occurs, “prompt and effective action is essential in order to minimize the damage which
may result from such an incident” (OPRC, 1990).
Development of the oil pollution regime and adoption of a variety of regulations to
control the oil pollution from ships serves as an evident for significant changes within
attitude toward the problem of marine pollution. IMO instrument for the regime are based
on a number of principles including elements of precautionary principle and polluter pays
principle. Polluter pays principle is a basic principle of the OPRC Convention, however it
is not within the scope of present research because the liability and compensation aspects
of the regime are not covered here at all. The principle of precautionary was not mention
before due to the fact that it is not a part of discussed treaties. Although this principle is
worth mentioning for it is also an important feature of the oil pollution regime.
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Generally, the precautionary approach should be applied within the course of IMO work
concerning the marine pollution. However, the precautionary principle that coastal states
must not wait for proof of harmful effects before taking action is also applicable for oil
pollution. This principle of precaution is greatly reflected under the LOSC Convention
and within IMO Assembly resolution9 that guides on how to designate particularly
sensitive sea areas (PSSA). An area may be designated as PSSA in waters “within and
beyond the limits of the territorial sea” and has to meet certain conditions so that it is
considered as an area of the ocean that is exposed to the treat from international shipping
and needs special protection because it has specific ecological, oceanographic and socioeconomic characteristics. Due to the vulnerability of the PSSA vessels approaching the
area should take extra care and keep in mind the MEPC Guidelines on the Application of
the Precautionary Approach. Additional measures preventing oil pollution within these
areas should be identified by coastal states and therefore, the “designation of PSSA itself
is in an important preventive instrument in line with the principles of prevention and
precaution” (Frank, 2005). It informs mariners of the importance of taking extra care
when navigating through a region. It gives coastal States the opportunity to adopt
additional protective measures to best address the particular risks associated with
international shipping in the area (ibid.). This precautionary approach is important
because although a general decrease has been observed in marine oil pollution, there is
also a lack of long-term studies and of readily available and comparable information,
which limits the understanding of how oil pollution truly impacts marine wildlife and
seabird populations in particular (GESAMP, 2007).
3.6.2. Norms
The norms of the oil pollution regime are all standards of behaviour that are
enunciated in the MARPOL 73/78 Convention, its Annex I, amendments to the Annex I,
and OPRC Convention. Norms that “guide” and “inspire” the behaviour of the regime
actors in the issue of oil pollution are also included in different IMO recommendations,
resolutions and guidelines. Norms give a sense of common purpose of the oil pollution
regime in terms of rights and obligations and usually are indicated by words “should” and
“requested to”, which is different from the “shall” indicator of a rule (Axelrod, 1999).
Norms usually have “power” merely in a sense of recommendation than a binding
provision. This includes for example that parties to the Convention should investigate the
facts when visible traces of oil are observed on water in the vicinity of a ship or that they
should use oil pollution reporting system developed by IMO when they communicate
with other parties or the Organization.
3.6.3. Rules
The rules of the oil pollution regime are specific prescriptions and proscriptions for
action that obtain a binding character. The rules are enunciated in the MARPOL 73/78
Convention, Annex I and their amendments and in the OPRC Convention. They include,
inter alia, specific requirements for certificates, reports on incidents, oil pollution
emergency plans, control of operation and accidental pollution, reception facilities,
enforcement of the Convention, special rules on inspection for ships.
9

IMO Assembly Resolution A.927(22) “Guidelines for the Designation of Special Areas under MARPOL
73/78 and Guidelines for the Identification and Designation of Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas”
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The main regulation of the global regime and activities of IMO within it are shown in
table 2.
In general in order to control the marine pollution by oil from ships the global oil
pollution regime creates rules concerning the following areas:
• Prevention of operational oil pollution:
The main objective within the regime in this area is to minimize oily wastes and
their dumping into the sea as well as to protect the marine environment.
Consequently, the most important rule for this are enunciated in the MARPOL
73/78.
• Prevention of accidental pollution:
In order to control oil pollution caused by accidents with ships the major rules
were developed under the MARPOL 73/78 and OPRC Convention. In addition,
IMO has developed various regulations to make tankers safer for shipping and
environment because “the safer a ship is, the less likely it is to be involved in an
accident” (IMO, 1996).
• Reducing the consequences of accidents and pollution:
The main rules within the oil pollution regime regarding this area are within the
OPRC Convention and MARPOL 73/78. IMO is designated to perform specific
functions in the fields of information, education and training, technical services,
technical assistance in order to help reducing the impact of oil pollution.
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Table 2 Regulations of the global oil pollution regime
Regulations of
MARPOL
SBT for 70,000 dwt
and above

SBT and COW
on new tankers
(after 1982)
above 20,000dwt

Regulations of
OPRC
Tankers and ports
Double hulls for new emergency plans in
and existing tankers case of oil pollution
incident

Oil discharge not
exceed 1/15,000 of the
total cargo carrying
capacity of the vessel

SBT or COW on
existing tankers
above 40,000 dwt

Timetable for
phasing-out of
single-hull tankers

Oil discharge rate not
exceed 60 litres per
mile travelled by the
ship

Stricter
regulations for
surveys,
inspections and
certification of
ships

Condition
Assessment Scheme
(CAS) for single hull
tankers older than 15
years

No oil discharges
within 50 miles of the
nearest land
LOT system
Ship equipment
(systems on oil
monitoring, filtering
etc.)
For new oil tankers
1/30,000 total
discharge limit of the
vessel’s capacity
Establishment of
“special areas” where
no oil discharges for
tankers and nontankers of above 400
grt
Reception facilities in
all ports

Protocol 1978

Amendments

Ban the carriage of
HGO in single hull
tankers of above
5,000 dwt
New waters under
“special areas”
Better port state
control

Oil spill incident
reporting
procedures
Cooperation and
assistance among
parties in pollution
response;
Technical
cooperation
Development of
regional and
multilateral
agreements
Promotion of R&D
Establishment of
stockpiles of oil
spill combating
equipment
Holding of oil spill
combating
exercises
Assistance to other
states in the event
of a pollution
emergency

3.6.4. Decision-making procedures
The decision-making procedures of the oil pollution regime are prevailing practices
for making and implementing collective choice which includes provisions on how the
Convention can be amended and how parties can reach agreements and decisions.
Procedures of the oil pollution regime help parties to the regime in making collective
decisions and are set to resolve any disagreements within the regime. These include for
instance entry into force of the Convention and how it may be amended. Amendments to
the annexes can be proposed by any Party to the Convention and after consideration can
be adopted by the MEPC or by a Conference of Parties. Amendments can be adopted by
“tacit acceptance” procedure which means that amendment enter into force on a specific
date unless a certain number of parties object till a certain date (IMO, 2002).
The oil pollution regime by providing these law arrangements implies that members of it
will accept them and act accordingly in order to achieve the common goal to reduce the
oil pollution caused by ships. There are certain tensions exist amongst shipping interests,
flag states, environmental interest, and coastal states thus the oil pollution regime is
expected to reduce any conflict among states and their interests and to coordinate policies
that are implemented by all parties to the regime. These parties to the regime also expect
from each other that others too will comply with the regime provisions without giving
any obstacles for shipping or making troubles for the marine environment when any party
can suffer.
3.6.5. The Main Actors
Members to the oil pollution regime include those states that have signed the
MARPOL, OPRC Conventions and other Conventions. Overall there are 145 signatories
to the MARPOL Convention and 90 to OPRC Convention. The EC as an observer within
IMO but not a signatory to the conventions, it is also a member to the oil pollution
regime.
Within the oil pollution regime there are a lot of actors that play important role in
shipping itself and who are involved in the process of negotiations over new standards
and rules to be laid down for maritime safety and protections of the marine environment
at international level and at IMO. These key actors will be mentioned here in short to
show the variety of participating interest with frequently conflicting intentions which are
being satisfied and reconcile by the global oil pollution regime. The description of the
main actors is based on the information provided by J. Tan (2006).
1. Maritime Interests
Ship-owners and operators. Ship-owners are individuals, companies and state-owned
enterprises that own, manage and operate the world’s merchant fleet. They are in favour
of free navigation and flag state control and against any control of coastal states.
Although ship owners do not consider protection of marine environment as necessary and
typically resist stringent standards, they accept the need for international rules to avoid
different standards from coastal states. At IMO, ship owners are presented by
communities such as International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), International Association
of Independent Tanker Owners (INTERTANKO) and Baltic and International Maritime
Council (BIMCO), which all have consultative status within IMO.
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Cargo owners and charterers. This group of actors is presented by the owners of cargo –
oil - carried by ships. Major part of oil tanker tonnage is owned by independent owners.
Other owners of oil include state and private oil companies. Due to a strong lobbying
power of oil companies most of the regulations for pollution control are laid down on
tanker owners. At IMO oil companies are represented by the Oil Companies International
Marine Forum (OCIMF).
Flag states and open registries. Ship owners can choose under which flag to sail their
ships, so there are states open for free registration of any ships from any country to fly the
flag of this state. This is called “open registry”. Flag of convenience means the flag of
any country that allows the registration of a foreign ship under convenient and opportune
conditions for the person who registers the ship. Open registries offer ship owners
freedom from control of flag states and cheap condition to operate their ships. Fleets of
open registries usually do not comply with international standards for safety and pollution
control and thus, give a great threat to marine environment. These open registers and flag
states are always under focus of IMO who aims to adopted measures to improve the
situation.
States with maritime interests. Marine transportation industry is dominated by ship
owners, cargo owners, insurers, classification societies, shipbuilding industries and other
industries from developed countries such as states of the Western Europe, i.e., UK,
Norway, Greece, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Italy, Sweden, Denmark.
2. Coastal interests
States with coastal interests. Coastal states are the main initiators of regulations
concerning environmental aspects of shipping, because their maritime interests are low,
but the need to preserve their important coastal resources is very high. States of the EU
have also significant interest in protection of their coasts.
Public. Public and media have an ability to impose pressures for regulation initiatives to
be taken even at international level after catastrophic incidents at sea. Typically they tend
to exaggerate the consequences of pollution, but as history shows their opinion can
influence decisions of policy-makers.
ENGOs. Environmental NGOs are spread most of all in pro-environmental countries such
as the EU, the US and Japan. At IMO they have consultative status and seek to enhance
environmental perspective during negotiations.
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Chapter 4 European Union and Oil Pollution
“The EU has emerged as an important, increasingly powerful,
and in some areas leading player in environmental diplomacy”
(Falkner, 2007, p. 509)
4.1. Maritime Transport in the EU
For the European Union maritime transportation is very important because more than
90 per cent of its trade goes by sea (EMSA, 2007). Sea transportation is also used for oil
trade which is the largest in the world. Every day hundreds of oil tankers transport huge
amounts of oils through European waters making the marine environment and coastal
areas of the EU states be exposed to a great risk of oil pollution. A number of oil
pollution incidents in European seas revealed that existing regulations at the EU and
within the global regime are not reliable in reduction of threats connected with the
passage of oil tankers along EU coasts. Even though “the EU as such has neither a fleet
nor can be considered as a flag-state it has developed a quite comprehensive set of laws
on maritime transport and maritime safety” (email communication with Mr A. Boschen,
DG Transport). The main objective of the EU in the field of maritime transport is to
improve safety at sea and protect the marine environment by promoting high-quality
standards and measures for reducing the risk of oil pollution (and other substances of
cause).
4.2. The EU Evolution within the Issue of Oil Pollution
The European Union10 was formed in 1957 for the purpose to eliminate trade barriers
and to create a single free market for its member states. At that time the oil pollution
regime was developing under the auspices of IMO, the focus of the EU was turned to
economic prosperity and political transformation, and European states were becoming
members to the oil pollution regime by their own in order to comply with prescriptions
given within the frames of the regime. Taking into account the historical line discussed in
the previous chapter where the oil pollution regime was developing within the three
stages of international environmental politics (Table 1), it is possible to track the
activities of the EU and put them in line with the regime. This will help to analyze how
and when the EU became an important actor in the global oil pollution regime.
During the years of the first stage of international environmental politics (before 1972)
the EU consisted of a small number of member states and was busy with its internal
matters promoting economic well-being. Environmental problems were conceived
separately from the nature of economic relations and attention of the EU to the problem
of oil pollution was not there as such (Connelly et al., 1999).
At the second stage of international environmental politics (1972-1992) the United
Kingdom joined the EU, a positive progress has been made within the oil pollution
10

The European Economic Community was established by the Treaty of Rome, signed by 6 countries, later
in 1993 members of the EEC signed the Treaty of Maastricht for the creation of the European Union

regime by creation of the MARPOL Convention and also environmental consciousness of
the EU started to grow matching the mood of that times. Already in 1973 the EU
developed environmental policy that was set up in the First Environmental Action
Programme, however, oil pollution at sea did not receive a due attention (ibid.). Although
since the Council Resolution of 1978 the EU took an important role in the issue of
response to marine pollution by setting up “an action programme of the European
Communities on the control and reduction of pollution caused by hydrocarbons released
at sea”, only in 1987 a Single European Act was created that gave a legal basis for further
development of common policies for all the states of the EU. Environmental policy
became a direct concern of the community and basic frameworks were laid down within
which specific legislations could be enacted. Nevertheless, as already discussed above,
during these years the US was the one leading and pushing through new regulations to
the global oil pollution regime, whereas, the EU only had to accept them.
However, in the third period of international environmental politics (since 1992)
remarkable transformation of the EU happened. It appeared on the global stage as one of
the main actors in international environmental politics. The EU formulated “a new
generation of environmental policies” (Ludlow in Keohane et al., 1991) and started to
actively participate in the oil pollution regime and developed a number of specific
regulations for the oil pollution per se. Since this time the EU started to take initiatives
proposing new amendments to the global regime and took over the leading role of the
US. In order to understand how the abovementioned EU activity influence the oil
pollution regime, an overview of the main regulations of the EU to deal with marine
safety and oil pollution will be given first.
4.3. Evolution of Regulations
4.3.1. The Beginning: 1978 Resolution
On the European level the first activity of the EU in the issue of the oil pollution
started with the adoption of the Council Resolution of 1978 in response to the oil incident
with the “Amoco Cadiz” tanker off the French coast. The Resolution set up an action
programme on the control and reduction of pollution caused by hydrocarbons released at
sea and stressed the need to take specific actions to improve maritime safety, however,
only a few concrete decisions were made at Community level (DG Transport, 2007).
Generally, the greatest effect of this was only that member states of the EU were
encouraged to ratify international conventions such as MARPOL 73/79 in order to
contribute to protection of “the marine environment against pollution by ships,
particularly oil tankers” (Hui, 2006). Only a few formal legislative decisions have been
adopted to deal with marine safety including a Recommendation11 to ratify another IMO
convention, Directive12 for regulation of pilotage of vessels by deep-sea pilots in

11
Council Recommendation of 1978 on the ratification of the Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978
12
Council Directive 79/115/EEC of 1978 on deep-sea pilots in sensitive areas such as the North Sea and
English Channel
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sensitive maritime areas and Directive13 concerning communication requirements for
tankers with Community ports (DG Transport, 2007; Hui, 2006).
Additional Resolution was adopted in 1990 that had a stronger recommendation for
Member States to ratify the MARPOL Convention. The next year, in 1991, another
Regulation14 by the Council was adopted, with the aim to facilitate “the change of flag
between member States on the basis of mutual recognition of safety and pollution
prevention certificates as laid down in the main IMO Conventions” (DG Transport,
2007).
During this period, since 1978 till the early 1990s, the EU lacked any initiatives to
develop its own specific legislations for prevention of oil pollution and relied upon the
regulations provided by the global oil pollution regime and came to nothing more than
recommendations to ratify international conventions. Entirely, the EU hoped that
legislations of the global regime would be enough to protect the European seas from oil
pollution and moreover, maritime states such as the UK, Denmark, and others were in the
Community that had already for a long time had policies for shipping and protection of
marine environment.
4.3.2. First Initiatives: 1993-2000 Regulations
From the point when the Maastricht Treaty was adopted in 1993, environmental
concerns and policy were further integrated into the structure and purposes of the EU.
Not only a common policy for environment was developed but also a new framework for
a common maritime safety policy was outlined. In 1993 the Commission in the
Communication15 “A Common Policy for Safe Seas” prepared an analysis of the situation
with maritime safety in European Member States and drew attention to the issues that
needed to be improved for a better maritime safety and protection of European waters and
coastal areas. Furthermore, many different aspects were examined by the Community to
analyze their influence on maritime safety such as port state control, ship structures,
classification society and crew quality (Hui, 2006). Based on the action programme
within this Communication a number of proposals were presented and adopted. The main
legislations adopted during these years aimed to ensure implementation of international
rules by the port States and by all ships visiting EU ports, to ensure that ships under EU
Member States’ flags comply with international standards, and to reinforce the EU’s role
as a driving force for policy-making at the international level (DG Transport, 2007; Hui,
2006). These include:
1993 Directive 93/75/EEC aims to facilitate a notification system for ships carrying
pollution goods coming to or leaving from the EU ports. Under this directive, tankers
calling on EU ports have to notify the port state authority about general information of
the tanker and its cargo. In order to prevent and minimize accidents the port authority
13

Council Directive 79/116/EEC of 1978 on minimum requirements for larger tankers entering or leaving
Community ports
14
Council Regulation EEC 613/911 on the transfer of ships from one register to another within the
Community
15
Communication on a Common Policy for Safe Seas, COM(93) 66 final and Council Resolution of 1993
on a Common Policy for Safe Seas, 1993 OJ (C 271)
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may take precautionary actions and cases when relevant information from a tanker is not
provided can lead to the tanker detention (Hui, 2006).
1994 Council Regulation 2978/94 was adopted for promotion of usage of SBT and
double hulls on oil tankers.
1994 Directive 94/57/EC on Common Rules and Standards for Ships Inspections and
Survey Organisations and for the Relevant Activities of Maritime Administrations was
adopted with an aim to introduce a Community system for mutual recognition of
Classification Societies. By this directive the EU allow “only highly reliable and
professionally competent bodies” to carry out surveys and certifications on behalf of EU
Member States (DG Transport, 2007).
These directives and regulation have been amended several times, which will be
discussed below.
The EU relies to a large extent on the international safety standards where traditionally
the flag states play the main role; this can be called as a “flag state approach”. But very
often flag states also fail to comply with those safety standards. Therefore, the EU seeks
to supplement the flag state approach with a “port state approach” and to improve the
situation by conducting inspections at ports of Member States (Hui, 2006). This tool,
which is considered to be effective in reduction of substandard shipping and protection of
EU waters from oil pollution, was based on the IMO Resolutions and the Paris
Memorandum of Understanding (Paris MOU). In result the Directive 95/21/EC on Port
State Control was adopted that establishes common criteria for control of ships in the EU
ports and harmonised procedures on inspections and detentions (DG Transport, 2007).
The Paris Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is worth mentioning here because it is
a source of important maritime regulations for countries that are the Member states of the
EU. The Paris MOU was signed in 1982 by fourteen European states in order to
coordinate and enhance port state control over ships coming to European waters (Hui,
2006). The main objective of the MOU is to ensure ships’ compliance with all relevant
IMO requirements including safety and pollution control. The parties to the MOU may
inspect and are expected to conduct inspections of 25 per cent of all foreign ships visiting
theirs ports whether these ships comply with international conventions such as MARPOL
73/78 and others (Tan, 2006). In addition, under the MOU a number of EU Directives can
be enforced. The above mentioned Directive on Port State Control makes the
requirements of the MOU mandatory for ports of Member States (ibid.). Strengthen rules
for harmonized inspections were set up for better protection of marine environment; and
also the Member States can refuse entry in their ports of a ship that pose threats to their
waters (Hui, 2006).
Another directive was adopted by Council in 2000 in order to combat oil pollution caused
by operational discharges from ships. This was the Directive 2000/59/EC on Port
Reception Facilities that requires provision of adequate reception facilities in all EU ports
for cargo residues and other wastes (DG Transport, 2007). The Directive aims to ensure
compliance with the MARPOL 73/78 provisions on port reception facilities (Europa,
2007).
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4.3.3. Since 2000: “Erika I” Legislation
In the aftermath of the “Erika” accident in 1999 off the French coast that caused
enormous damage to the marine and coastal environment, to fisheries and tourism, the
European Commission was prompted to propose action on Community level to increase
protection of its waters. In 2000 a first set of proposals was adopted- The Erika I package
of measures- from the Commission communication of 21 March 2000 to Parliament and
the Council on the safety of the seaborne oil trade (COM (2000) 142 final).
New measures within the “Erika I” were based on the revealed problems with the Erika
accident. First of all, the Directive 95/21/EC on Port State Control was strengthened by a
new Directive 2001/106/EC. Under this Directive a number of ships to be inspected in
the EU ports is increased, surveys of oil tankers of older than 15 years have to be
enhanced, and those ships declared as substandard after several inspections can be
banned from all EU ports on the basis of a “blacklist” (Hui, 2006). This list was for the
first time published in the Official Journal in 2003 but at present the list of ships that
were refused for access to EU ports is being published on the website of the European
Maritime Safety Agency (Europa, 2007).
Secondly, the Directive 94/57/EC was amended by the Directive 2001/105/EC on
Classification Societies that tighten and harmonize the EU legislation on classification
societies. Classification societies that have the competence to inspect ships for safety
conditions have to comply with more stringent quality requirements. In order to be
recognized and authorised organisation for inspections on behalf of Member States, a
classification society has to meet these requirement the failure of which could result in
penalties or withdrawal from the recognition (Directive 2001/105/EC).
Thirdly, the Regulation (EC) No 417/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 18 February 2002 on the accelerated phasing-in of double hull or equivalent design
requirements for single hull oil tankers was adopted to set a timetable for phasing out
single-hull oil tankers before 2005. Due to the fact that the US has adopted its own
regulations for the phasing out of single-hulled tankers which would happen earlier than
in the global regime and due to the threat that banned single-hulled tankers from the US
since 2005 would operate in the rest of the world including European waters (COM
(2000) 142 final), the EU took actions in this issue. The Commission considered getting
rid of single hulls as an effective measure to reduce risk of oil pollution in EU waters and
stressed that requirement for double hulls were necessary and unavoidable (Hui, 2006).
At the same time IMO was aware of serious intentions of the EU to adopt its own
regional rules in case IMO itself would not provide acceptable decisions on the phasing
out of single-hull tankers in a short time. Thus, amendment to the MARPOL Convention
was adopted with a new timetable for accelerating the phase out of single hulls.
This regulation concerned all single-hulled oil tankers of 600 dwt and above flying the
flag of a Member State, and was a condition of entry into all ports of the EU, regardless
of the flag the ship is flying (COM (2000) 142 final). The EU programme for a sooner
phase-out of single hulls introduced new dates for tankers with single hulls to be banned
as follows: 2007 for Category 1 tankers and 2015 for Category 2 and Category 3 tankers.
The Erika I legislative package was adopted in 2001 and entered into force on 22 July
2003. Member States had until this date to apply the measures by adopting the required
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provisions, and to notify the Commission of when these acts were transferred into
national law and entered into force (Europa, 2007).
4.3.3.1. “Erika II” Package
The second set of legislative proposals after the “Erika” oil spill was adopted by the
Commission in December 2002: Communication from the Commission to the Council
and the European Parliament of 6 December 2000 on a second set of Community
measures on maritime safety following the sinking of the oil tanker Erika (COM(2000)
802 final). The “Erika II” package was proposed by the Commission in order to
supplement the “Erika I” legislations with additional measures and to improve the
protection of EU waters from oil tanker accidents and pollution.
The EU has extensive sea line, intensive sea-born trade and dense traffic routes alone its
coasts which makes European waters and coastal States be exposed to threat of ship
accidents and pollution. Therefore, it is of high importance for the Member States “to
monitor and control more effectively the traffic off its coasts and to take more effective
action in the event of critical situations arising at sea” (COM(2000) 802 final). Thus, the
Directive 93/75/EEC was evaluated and recognized as inadequate and a new Directive
was proposed instead. The Directive 2002/59/EC16 requires that ships built on 1 July
2002 and bounding for a port of a Member State be fitted with an automatic identification
system (AIS) and a voyage data recorder (VDR) system to facilitate investigations after
accidents. Under this directive ships have to provide all relevant information about the
ship and notify of dangerous or polluting goods on board the competent authority of a
port of a Member State. Member States have to monitor hazardous ships, ensure that the
coastal stations have sufficient and qualified staff and appropriate equipment for
communication and ship monitoring, and “must take all appropriate measures consistent
with international law to deal with incidents or accidents at sea and to require the parties
concerned to cooperate fully with them with a view to minimising the consequences of
the incident” (Directive 2002/59/EC15). In addition, Member States have to cooperate to
ensure the “interconnection and interoperability of the national systems” in order to
exchange with required information (Europa, 2007).
Additional measure under the “Erika II” package included Regulation (EC) 1406/2002
creating a European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) that is responsible for improving
enforcement of the EU rules on maritime safety. The aim and activity of the EMSA will
be discussed in a separate sub-chapter.
Another measure under this legislative package was proposed setting up a European Fund
for compensation of oil pollution damage, which, however, will not be considered
because it is not in the scope of the current study.
The regulation for the EMSA establishment entered into force in August 2002 and the
Agency was supposed to operate in 2003. Requirements of the directive on the
monitoring of traffic have to be implemented by February 2004 by all Member States.

16

Directive 2002/59/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2002 establishing a
Community vessel traffic monitoring and information system and repealing Council Directive 93/75/EEC,
OJ L208
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4.3.4. After the “Prestige” Accident
In November 2002 a disastrous accident with the old single-hulled tanker “Prestige”
occurred off the EU coasts. The sinking of this tanker triggered a strong reaction on the
EU and international level and caused a re-evaluation of the international oil pollution
regime. The effectiveness of existing standards and rules for ships pollution was
questioned and the improvement of shipping safety and preventions from oil pollution
became a priority for actions within the EU as well as other world (Frank, 2005).
Immediately after the accident coastal Member States such as France, Portugal and Italy
reacted and banned from entering their ports or internal waters tankers with single hulls
carrying heavy grades of oils despite their flags (ibid.). This unilateral ban was also
supplemented by denying the passage of foreign ships through some European EEZ,
which was considered as a restriction of the freedom of navigation at the international
level (ibid.). Moreover, the EU took action for strengthening safety rules for single-hulled
tankers without waiting when IMO do so first. The European Commission speedily
started initiatives aiming at strengthening pollution prevention standards in the EU. Thus,
the Commission adopted a Communication to the European Parliament and to the
Council on improving safety at sea in response to the “Prestige” accident already in
December 2002 with the focus on creation of “black lists” of ships banned from EU
ports; development of the Community network for monitoring movement of ships by
implementing the SafeSeaNet17 project; enabling the European Maritime Safety Agency
to begin work earlier than planned; and on speeding up the phasing out of single hulls
(Europa. 2007).
Under adopted Regulation (EC) No 1644/2003 the EMSA started its work six months
earlier and received three more tasks for dealing with maritime pollution, which will be
discussed below. With the Regulation (EC) No 1726/2003 that amended previous
legislation from the “Erika I” package, single-hulled tankers carrying fuel oil are not
allowed to enter or leave EU ports. Under this regulation a new timetable for the gradual
withdrawal of single-hull tankers was developed (Table 3).
Table 3 Timetable for the phasing out of single-hulled tankers
Category of oil Date or year
tanker
Category 1
5 April 2005 for ships delivered on 5 April 1982 or earlier
2005 for ships delivered after 5 April 1982
Category 2 and 5 April 2005 for ships delivered on 5 April 1977 or earlier
Category 3
2005 for ships delivered after 5 April 1977 but before 1 January
1978
17

SafeSeaNet is an electronic data information system that allows authorities to monitor the movement of
ships carrying potentially hazardous cargo. Member States can share information about potentially highrisk vessels, ensuring that they are better prepared to respond to problems. The system will also provide
authorities with accurate arrival times and details of waste-handling needs (Maritime Transport Policy,
2006)
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2006 for ships delivered in 1978 and 1979
2007 for ships delivered in 1980 and 1981
2008 for ships delivered in 1982
2009 for ships delivered in 1983
2010 for ships delivered in 1984 or later
In addition, a special inspection regime, the Condition Assessment Scheme, will be
applied for all single-hull oil tankers older than 15 years for detection of weaknesses in
structural condition of a tanker. Unless a tanker comply with condition assessment
scheme it may be banned to enter or leave ports of the EU and fly the flag of a Member
State (Regulation (EC) No 1726/2003, Article 5).
In parallel, the EU increased its action at international level and committed itself to “play
a leading role in the international efforts in pursuit of stringent international rules on
maritime safety, in particular within the IMO” (Frank, 2005). In order to reflect the role
of a driving force within IMO, “the Commission has publicly stated at several occasions
that the status of the European Community at IMO should be enhanced” (email
communication with Andreas Boschen, European Commission, Directorate-General
Transport & Energy) and thus it has lobbied that relevant measures be adopted at global
level. Thus, the Commission took effort to ensure that rules similar to those of the EU can
be adopted on the worldwide level, through an amendment of the MARPOL Convention,
which was done after months of negotiations and new amendments to the MARPOL
73/78 entered into force in 2005 (already discussed in the previous chapter).
4.4. EMSA and Oil Pollution Response Measures
In the wake of the “Erika” accident the European Maritime Safety Agency was set up
and with efforts from the Commission started its operation in order to provide the
Commission and Member States with relevant technical and scientific assistance to
increase maritime safety standards, and ensure they are uniformly applied within the EU
and promoted in the rest of the world (Memo, 2003).
The Agency was assigned with various tasks (Europa, 2007):
•

•
•
•

•
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to assist the Commission in developing and updating legislation for maritime
safety and prevention of pollution from ships, corresponding to the international
legislation in this issues, including the analysis of research projects;
to assist the Commission in the implementation of Community legislation on
maritime safety;
to assist the Member States with technical information in implementing
Community legislation;
to provide the Commission and the Member States with information on maritime
safety by collection and evaluation of technical data on maritime safety, maritime
traffic and marine pollution by exploitation of existing databases and;
to assist the Commission in the publication of information on banned ships from
EU ports, and to assist the Member States to improve the identification and
pursuit of ships making illegal discharges;

•

•
•

to carry out tasks relating to the surveillance of navigation and maritime traffic
(based on the Directive 2002/59/EC) to facilitate cooperation between the
Member States and the Commission in this field;
to develop a common methodology for investigating maritime accidents and to
analyze existing accident investigation reports;
to provide States applying for accession with technical support on implementation
of Community maritime safety legislation, including organisation of appropriate
training activities

Aftermath the “Prestige” incident it became clear that not only measures to prevent oil
pollution are needed to be improved but also measures to respond to such pollution have
to be adopted. Therefore, the EMSA was assigned with new pollution control
responsibilities and adopted a pollution response plan according to additional tasks,
which were as follows:
•
•
•

to assist, upon request, with antipollution means (ships and equipment) Member
States affected by pollution caused by ships to support the clean-up operations;
to draw up an action plan with regard to the Agency's pollution preparation and
response activities;
provide technical and scientific assistance to the Member States in the field of
action to combat pollution

Also, the EU has established the EMSA for the purpose to comply with provisions of the
international OPRC Convention. Member States that were affected by oil pollution from
a ship are responsible to react and respond to it in the first instance. Most of the oil spills
very often affect more than one coastal state and thus different regional agreements were
developed for assistance and cooperation in the event of oil spills. In addition, the EMSA
has in its competence to help affected member states and provide additional support. It is
obvious that sometimes a single coastal state is not able to have enough resources and
equipment for appropriate response to oil incident. In such cases regional cooperation is
needed and a coastal state can request for assistance, equipment and resources from the
EMSA or other Member State (EMSA, 2007). To fulfil the task in providing such help
EMSA is contracting vessels in different part of the EU for oil recovery services at sea
(EMSA, 2007) (see Appendix B for stockpiles in the EU). For the activity in this field the
Agency has created the “Action Plan for Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response” in
2004.
Furthermore, in the field of response to oil pollution the EU had adopted a Decision
which set up a Community framework for cooperation in response to accidental or
deliberate marine pollution. The framework was established for the period from 2000 till
2006 and during this time contribution was made to improve the Member States’
capabilities in response to oil incidents, conditions for mutual assistance and cooperation
was strengthen, and training, exchange of experts, exercises, pilot projects, different
surveys were conducted (Environment, 2007).
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4.5. Regional Oil Pollution Regime of the EU
As it was discussed in the theoretical chapter a regime is a set of principles, norms,
rules, and decision-making procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a
given issue area.
Despite the fact that the EU is a member to global oil pollution regime, it has created its
own oil pollution regime consisted of norms, rules, principles and decision-making
procedures around which the expectations of the EU Member States converge in the issue
of oil pollution in European waters. This regional regime has emerged while the EU was
implementing the provisions of the global oil pollution regime. The regulations of the
global regime were taken as examples for development of the EU own provisions in order
to regulate oil pollution from shipping and protect its waters. The main rules of the EU
were discussed in the previous sections and it was seen that these rules repeated the main
ones of the global regime. Obviously, for the EU it is not enough that its Member States
are signatories to the conventions of the global oil pollution regime and it has a need to
establish domestic legislation in the same issue in order to guarantee that even the global
rules are complied with on European level by providing own instruments that are directly
enforced to the Member States. Thus, the compliance with the global standards is
enhanced when the EU provisions are duplicated from the global regime. However, this
aspect will be analyzed in the next chapter.
4.5.1. Principles
The environmental policy of the EU is based on a number of principles which are also
included into the regional oil pollution regime in European waters although they are not
directly mentioned in specific regulations. One important principle is the preventive
principle which implies that any damage to the environment should be avoided at source
where possible (Connelly et al., 1999). The preventive principle is activated by various
projects related, inter alia, to disposal of wastes from different sources and to port
facilities. Thus, the preventive principle can be considered as a driving force for adoption
of many rules aiming to regulate oil pollution at source, especially those concerning ships
equipment and port reception facilities.
Precautionary principle seems to be similar to the preventive principle, but it is even
stronger and implies that “action should be taken even before a definite causal link has
been established between an activity and any consequent harm to the environment or
human health” (ibid.). Therefore, in cases where evidence exists that environment is
under threat measures to prevent this threat should be taken. This principle is a part of
basis for policies for prevention of oil pollution as well and especially applied for
distinction of vulnerable sea areas that should be protected from shipping.
This principle was introduced already in 1970s in Germany when the concept supported
“long term planning to avoid damage to the environment, early detection of dangers to
health and the environment through comprehensive research, and action in advance of
conclusive evidence of harm” (Peterson, 2006). This concept of precautionary principle
was applied first for prohibition of discharges of ship bilge waters and other wastes into
the ocean (Hathcock, 2000), and then it was used in 1987 at the Conference for the
Protection of the North Sea in order to protect the marine ecosystems “even where there
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is no scientific evidence to prove a causal link between emissions and effects” (Peterson,
2006). Later in 1992 the precautionary principle was included into the Maastricht Treaty
and applied in various environmental EU policies. This concept was evolving in
European legislation and then entered the international arena when at the Earth Summit
the Rio Declaration was adopted with the precautionary approach in Principle 15. Since
then the precautionary principle has spread in various agreements, international and
domestic laws with respect to pollution controls, climate change, biodiversity, and other
environmental issues (ibid.). This concept of precaution was understood and used in
different ways in such instances when precaution is considered as “a duty to avoid risk”,
“to take remedial action where there is a significant risk of environmental harm”, “a shift
to the person who wishes to carry out an activity of the burden of proof that this activity
will not cause harm” (Perrez, 2002, p.6).
However, often the precaution is considered as “a basis for unilateral action” (ibid.) when
certain states engage in precautionary approach and others do not. And here the
precaution of the European Member States was used for the initiation to designate new
particularly sensitive sea areas in its waters, namely an extensive area of the NorthEastern Atlantic. Additional protective measures were proposed for application in these
areas such as banning of single-hull tankers carrying HGOs to transit through the area,
and the requirement for 48-h prior reporting (Roberts, et al., 2005). This proposal for
PSSA was viewed “as a political manoeuvre to exert pressure for the MARPOL
amendments” (ibid.) and as a measure on the basis of precaution to avoid international
shipping activity within European waters in order to address the vulnerability of this area
to possible damage from ships (ibid.).
4.5.2. Norms
The norms of the regional oil pollution regime are all standards of behaviour that are
enunciated in regulations and directives of the EU discussed in the previous sections.
These norms are consistent with those of the global regime and basically reflect the
guidelines for behaviour of members in the issue of oil pollution at sea. This includes for
example that Member States should take measures in order to minimize threats from
substandard ships.
4.5.3. Rules and Decision- making Procedures
The rules of the EU regional regime are specific prescriptions and proscriptions for
action that obtain a binding character. The rules are enunciated in the directives,
recommendations and regulations which concern the same aspects as those rules of the
global oil pollution regime and include, inter alia, specific requirements for inspections,
surveys, ships equipment, oil pollution emergency plans, control of operation and
accidental pollution, reception facilities, enforcement of the international convention.
In general in order to control oil pollution in European waters the EU has developed its
own legislations basing on the rules of the global regime but also supplementing them
with its own requirements.
Procedures of the regional oil pollution regime help the EU Member States in making and
implementing collective choice and are set to resolve any disagreements within the
regime. These include for instance entry into force of different regulations and directives.
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4.5.4. The Main Actors
The main actors of the regional oil pollution regime are the European Commission,
the European Council and the Member States of the EU. Other actors who are the
subjects to the regime regulations include ship-owners, charterers, flag States,
classification societies and port State control authority.
The Member States can be divided into two main groups:
States with maritime interests. Marine transportation industry is dominated by ship
owners, cargo owners, insurers, classification societies, shipbuilding industries and other
industries from states such as the UK, Norway, Greece, Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Italy, Sweden, Denmark. Within the EU Member States, UK provides
maritime services and has a strong influence on shipping issues. Greek ship owners are
the largest in the world. Germany, France and Italy are the biggest cargo owners. Nordic
countries have large numbers of ships owners, shipbuilding industries and classification
sector. Thus, all these countries being Member States to the EU (and Norway, member of
the European Economic Area) have considerable influence on development of regulations
for shipping world.
States with coastal interests. Coastal states are the main initiators of regulations
concerning environmental aspects of shipping, because their maritime interests are low,
but the need to preserve their important coastal resources is very high. States of the EU
have also significant interest in protection of their coasts.
Consequently, the EU has developed its own regional regime with separate set of rules,
norms and principles in order to control oil pollution in its waters. Despite the fact that
the main actors of the regional regime are also the members to the global oil pollution
regime and the major elements of the global regime are duplicated in the regional one,
this regional regime is another phenomenon in the variety of institutional organisations
and certainly it interacts with other regimes. This interplay of the regional regime and the
global oil pollution regime will be discussed in the next chapter.
4.6. EU within the International Environmental Diplomacy
4.6.1. General Position
“The Community needs to be able to make its voice properly
heard in the relevant international bodies, in particular the
International Maritime Organisation”
(Memo, 200318, p.8)
In the theoretical chapter the position of the EU in international environmental
politics was already discussed in short. It was revealed in general that the EU has a
18

European Commission Directorate-General for Energy and Transport, 21st October 2003, Safer Seas: the
life goes on
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leading role in several environmental aspects. This chapter will focus on how the EU was
developing to become an important player within international environmental relations
and how the EU is behaving in these relations. Once its role is analyzed in international
environmental diplomacy, its position within the global oil pollution regime will be
examined too in order to understand whether or how these aspects are connected and how
this might influence the global regime.
The EU originally was set up as an economic organisation without any intention to
promote environmental policy. However, in practice in order to establish a common
market for all Member States it was not possible to separate environmental aspects from
others due to the reason that standards within states should be comparable ensuring equal
competition (Connelly et al., 1999). If environmental standards were different among EU
countries, this would give different level of advantages and disadvantages for companies
operating there. Therefore, in order to create a framework for maintenance of a level
playing field for all member states, legislation was needed not for environmental
protections per se, but for creation of an economic market common for all (ibid.). As
already discussed above the EU began to focus on creation of environmental legislation
in the early 1970s, and in the 1980s it has adopted a common policy on the environment.
Even thought, despite this and that the European Community itself became a signatory to
a number of international environmental treaties acting as unified actor on behalf of the
Member States, at the global level of environmental politics it was still a laggard in the
1980s (Oberthür, 1999). However, since the 1990s it has obtained a crucial role as an
increasingly central player in international environmental politics (Vogler, 2005). Since
the Rio Summit the EU as the only supranational organisation has signed this Summits’
documents and taken an active participation in the climate change negotiations, it can be
considered as international environmental actor in its own right (Connelly et al., 1999)
making important contribution to global environmental governance (Vogler, 2005).
Concerning the leadership position of the EU in the global environmental issues general
conclusions have been made by Oberthür (1999) based on the case of the protection of
ozone layer, which, however, gives a clear picture on the nature of the EU’s foreign
environmental policy.
First of all, the EU lacks leaderships in the international environmental diplomacy if an
issue is not established in the Unions’ own policy and unless legislation is adopted which
harmonizes the interests of the Member States (Oberthür, 1999). This aspect explains the
lack of leadership in the oil pollution regime during 1970s and 1980s when the
Community did not have a common legislation for all aspects of oil pollution. Since the
development of its own regulations concerning the pollution from shipping the EU has
obtained a great regulatory ground which helped to start developing additional
regulations and to appear on the international level.
Secondly, since the Maastricht Treaty of 1993, situation with the EU’s leading position
has improved a little because single countries have lost their veto power in respect to
environmental issues (Oberthür, 1999; Connelly et al., 1999). However, there was still a
minority of Member States against common decisions of the Community for the
international agreements. This conclusion is also relevant for the role of the EU in the oil
pollution field. In spite of proposals for regulations of oil pollution from the Commission,
there were always parties in face of maritime states who were reluctant to agree with
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them and push through to the international level. But in the late 1990s most Member
States were supporting the proposals of the Commission to increase the protection of
environment and marine environment in particular.
Thirdly, “the Union tends to exceed international environmental standards internally”
partially because the DG XI (Directorate General that covers environment) has a strong
role in drafting legislations with a support of the Commission (Oberthür, 1999, p. 656).
Additionally, public pressure can lead to the harmonization of Member States interest and
their support of legislation exceeding internationally agreed standards. This is also true
for the oil pollution regime, where the EU took actions after several oil tanker accidents
in the late 1999s and 2000s and adopted measures much stricter than those of the global
regime. Decisions for stringent measure were triggered to some extent by pressure from
public who was seriously outraged with consequences of the pollution. As the empirical
part of this research shows the more stringent measures include requirements for sooner
phasing-out of single-hulled tankers, enhanced port states control, additional PSSAs, and
banning of single hulls tankers to carry HGOs.
Finally, the EU has in some environmental issues a problem with regard to its ability to
enforce and implement commitments (ibid.). This in turn undermines the leading position
of the EU in international relations. As such, it needs to provide standards for support of
better implementation and enhancement of its international role. However, for the oil
pollution problem the EU has adopted a new measure concerning the introduction of
criminal penalties in cases when violation of its provisions and international conventions
has taken place. Consequently, when the Member States have improved in compliance
with international regulations and European standards which were at the same level of
“strength”, the EU obtained ability to move forward and propose stricter standards
becoming a leading player in the global regime. Evaluation of how this influenced the
regime itself will be presented in the next chapter.
4.6.2. Position at the Global Oil Pollution Regime
These patterns of development of the EU as a leading player in international
environmental politics are reflected within evolution of the EU activities in the issue of
oil pollution. Roughly, it can be described that since the emergence of the EU, initially it
had nothing for environmental policy at all, then it has obtained environmental
conciseness and legislations including for oil pollution at the community level, and
finally it appeared with new standards for environmental issues as well as for maritime
safety on the global scale taking a position of leadership. Leadership here is meant for
“pushing actively for stringent rules to protect the environment” (Oberthür, 1999, p. 642).
More stringent rules were adopted internally at the EU which exceeded international
standards concerning single-hull tankers, port state control, and classification societies.
These measures were proposed for the global oil pollution regime in order to push them
internationally and here the EU was the one so doing, thus, leading the global regime. As
it was already mentioned in the theoretical chapter, leaders of a regime think that
provisions of this regime are necessary to solve the problem issue and they usually take
on spontaneous compliance which means that they follow the prescriptions of a regime or
go even beyond them by their own choice. That is, the EU is a member to global oil
pollution regime, it has been complying with the global regime provisions by adopting
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the same measures in domestic policy and enforcing them on the Member States, and also
it has moved to exceed the global standards by adopting stricter measures.
Obvious tendency of the EU to engage in the leadership within the global oil pollution
regime is seen from its behaviour at the international arena. Following the disasters of oil
spills along the European coasts, the EU has drawn a high attention to the problem of oil
pollution and substandard ships sailing through its waters. The reaction was to take
additional measures at the regional level and protect European waters independently. This
sort of unilateral activity could not be left without notice of IMO which has to respond
quickly to European proposals and adopt the same measures internationally. Hence, by
fast actions of the EU it became involved into developments of the global regime and
pushed for amendments of the MARPOL Convention. (See chapter 3 on how this
convention was amended after the EU proposals).
Furthermore, the European Community hopes to become a full member of IMO (Memo,
2003) to ensure coordination of position of the Member States. It sees itself as a highly
competent player in the maritime field and is trying to be involved in the work of IMO to
a larger extent. However, despite the fact that the Union has a great shipping sector the
Commission is set at only an observer position within IMO and has “little weight in the
adoption of essential international rules” (Press Release, 2002). Nonetheless, the
Community cannot become a member to IMO unless the Geneva Convention establishing
IMO will be amended when two thirds of the IMO members support this amendment.
Although the Community is apt for stronger rules, in general the EU is “still viewed as
being supportive of IMO” (Tan, 2006). The EU in face of its Member States has a great
influence on the decision-making at IMO. First, generally, legislation and policies of the
Community has a strong impact on member states that have to comply with them. Even
such countries as UK with its long tradition of maritime interest and Greece with
shipping interest had to adopt stringent regulations over shipping as well as new member
states i.e., Cyprus and Malta, have to comply with EU standards. Although the position of
the EU seems to look “pro-coastal” when it takes measures for better protection of the
environment, it is still balanced in coordination among competing demands of shipping,
maritime and environmental interests (ibid.). However, any unilateral actions within
maritime issues are taken very seriously at the Community and in the rest of the world.
This position of the EU within the oil pollution situation in the context of its behaviour in
international environmental politics will be analyzed in the following chapter in order to
find out how the EU influences the global regime.
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Chapter 5 Discussing the Regime Interplay
“Frequently, cross-regime linkages are supportive”
(Stokke 2001, p.3)
The point of departure for this chapter is the theory of regime interplay. Thus, the
analysis of interplay between global oil pollution regime and the regime of the EU will
follow a theoretical approach.
Based on the theory explored in the second chapter this part will give an analysis of
regime interplay.
First of all, analysis of regime interplay will include, inter alia, two basic mechanisms,
where, first, the impact of the global oil pollution regime on the establishment and
operation of the EU regime will be considered; and second, “a feedback loop” from the
EU regime and its influence on the global regime will be studied.
In addition, in this chapter the EU role in the oil pollution regime will be discussed as
well.
5.1. Time Dimension
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Prior the start of analysis of regime interplay, for the sake of clearness a distinction
among aspects should be made. First of all, interplay between the EU and IMO is meant
here as the interplay between the global oil pollution regime created by IMO and the
activities of the EU within the oil pollution field. The latter is called a regional regime.
The emergence of the regional regime can be explained by theory application. As such,
for the oil pollution regime time dimension discussed in the second chapter is
appropriate. With a time flow there is a development of a regime takes place. (Figure 3)

Figure 3 Development of the global oil pollution regime in time.
The main events. EU actions

The international oil pollution regime is at the review/evaluation phase when established
agreements are implemented and evaluation of its consequences is taking place. The
provisions of MARPOL 73/38 and OPRC Convention are put into practice but due to its
imperfectness new amendments are being negotiated and implemented so that iteration is
going on between this stage and the implementation stage. Nevertheless, while time is
passing by not only the evolution of this global regime occurs, but also a “budding” from
it emerges: the development of the regional regime of the EU. While emerging this
regime had the same member states, similar interests covering the oil pollution and it
followed already adopted agreements within the global regime. When this regional
regime was at its formation phase and its provisions were being negotiated, the global oil
pollution regime was already at the next stages of development and thus had exposed a
great influence on the new EU regime. However, when the latter reached the same phase
at which the global regime was situated reverse influence was observed. That is, when
agreements of the regional regime which were similar to those of the global regime, were
assessed and evaluated, it became clear that they were not very effective in reduction of
oil pollution. This caused the development of new amendments and new provisions
within the regional regime, which in turn resulted in the influence on the global oil
pollution regime. Concerning the time dimension, it is obvious that the older – global regime which appeared earlier has influenced the new regime and initially served as an
example for it. On the other hand, when both regimes reached the same phases of
development, the regional regime started to influence the global one despite the fact that
it emerged much later. However, application of theory on time dimension and its
influence on regime interplay explains that the EU used experiences of the global oil
regime for creation of a regional regime, but it does not explain the nature of interplay
between these regimes. Thus, another typology of regime interplay will be used here for
analysis of the interactions between the regimes.
5.2. Global-Regional Interplay
So far, the focus of previous chapters rested on the global oil pollution regime and the
action of the EU in this field separately. However, regional implications into the global
regime and the following consequences should be considered together in order to conduct
a proper regime analysis because a certain regime is not “a stand-alone phenomenon” but
always it is involved into interplay with adjacent regimes (Stokke, 2000). These regimes
and their processes interact with each other which may lead to the enhancement or
obstruction of goals under each of the regimes. In some instances this interplay is
triggered deliberately by actors following certain goals or interplay occurs
unintentionally. Different pathways will be distinguished here by which interplay
between regimes occurs.
Interplay between regimes occurs in cases when rules and programs of one regime affect
development, operation or effectiveness of another regime or institution. As already
discussed in the theoretical chapter, regime interplay can cause changes of the content of
a regime in such cases when elements of one regime are used as a basis for development
of another regime. Sometimes, a regime can remain unchanged but the rules within it can
be altered so that the general operation of this regime is improved. On the other hand,
operation of a regime can be disturbed by the interplay with another regime when the
activity of the latter perturbs it (Stokke, 2001).
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Regarding the global oil pollution regime and the one of the EU, form of linkage between
them is identified as “vertical interplay” due to the result of cross-scale interactions
where these two regimes are located on different levels of social organization (Loewen,
2006). As such, the international regime under the auspices of IMO is located on the
global, multilateral level, whereas, the EU regime is on the regional level. The resultant
vertical linkage can be analyzed further in order to identify the nature of interplay
between two regimes using types of regime interplay by differentiating between diffusive
or ideational interplay, political spillover, and operational interplay. This is not to say,
however, that regime interplay will happen by a single pathway, but it can display
elements of more than one type because these categories are analytical and not empirical.
First, the pathway of diffusion refers to cases when one regime influences the material
contents of another by helping define basic principles, normative and operational
elements of a regime. The second pathway of political spillover is used to describe
regime interplay when interests or capabilities of one regime influence the operation of
another. Finally, operational interplay refers to deliberate coordination of activities under
separate regimes in order to avoid normative conflict or wasteful duplication.
Theoretical basis derived from literature can be used to make predictions on the nature of
interplay between global and regional oil pollution regimes. Literature has it that it is
obvious that many regimes interplay by diffusive pathway because once certain
provisions to solve a particular problem under one regime are created it is easier to use
already existing regulations to solve the same problem under another regime rather than
create new ones. Also, as theory shows there should be an operational interplay between
many regimes because usually states negotiating on a new regime in cases when it
overlaps with existing one should agree on regulations in order to avoid conflicts.
Furthermore, it is said in literature that political interplay between regimes is difficult to
achieve because it requires the issue area to be highly politicized (Stokke, 2000).
Consequently, the predictions can be made that the interplay between oil pollution
regimes occurs by a diffusive interplay to some extent, that there should be operational
interplay, and that there is no political spillover interplay to large extent.
5.2.1. Pathway of Diffusion or Ideational Interplay
The interplay between the global oil pollution regime and the regional EU regime has
a diffusive character and certain examples can be provided for that. The scope of this
interplay refers to regimes that address overlapping issue areas on the regional-global
cross-scale (Loewen, 2006).
Development of normative and operational elements such as rules and procedures,
principles and norms for the regional regime were based on the already existed elements
of the global regime. Provisions of the latter were spread and used by the EU to control
the oil pollution on regional level.
The basic rules, which are the prescriptions and proscriptions for action, of the global oil
pollution regime contained in MARPOL 73/78 that address ships equipments such as
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SBT and COW, oil discharges limits, port reception facilities, double-hull design of
tankers, inspections and survey of tankers, provided a basic material for the regulations
and directives of the EU. This diffusive pathway is also observed in respect to emergency
plans on tankers and in ports, cooperation and assistance in oil pollution response,
establishment of equipment to combat oil pollution, development of regional agreements,
which were developed within the European states based on the provisions of the OPRC
Convention. The European Union is well prepared for responding to the incidents of oil
pollution in its water with the help of operation of the EMSA meaning that not only
regulations for better preparation and response to oil pollution were distributed to the EU
states from global convention, but also that compliance with these regulations was
enhanced by the EU Member States. In order to observe which provisions have diffused
from the global regime into the regional a table 4 was made up.
Additionally, elaboration of basic principles, which are beliefs of fact, causation and
rectitude, in the MARPOL and OPRC Conventions, has also generated considerable
activity at the regional level. The main principles of the global regime include such
statements as that there is a need to preserve the human environment in general and the
marine environment in particular; that deliberate, negligent and accidental release of oil
presents a serious source of pollution; that precautionary measures and prevention in
avoiding oil pollution is important. Therefore, these principles became also important for
the EU that basing on the same principles has engaged in the protection of marine
environment and incorporated these principles in its own regime, even if they are not
directly written in legislations.
However, diffusion of preventive and precautionary principles is going on in other
direction: from the regional to global regime, because the EU influenced the wider usage
of the precautionary principle that has been included into texts of some treaties and
practices of several environmental regimes (Vogler, 2005). These principles were first
developed and widely applied in environmental policy of the EU itself and then have got
a global recognition including in the global oil pollution regime. Especially important the
precautionary principle became for designation of PSSA, which was discussed in
previous chapters.
Successful diffusion of normative elements between regimes is triggered in instances
when particular rules of one regime provide solutions for problem solving and thus can
be applied to solve the same problems under another regime (Stokke, 2000).
Consequently, this pathway of diffusion of provision is relevant not only for the topdown interplay between vertically located regimes but also for bottom-up interplay as
mentioned above where regulations from the regional regime are diffused into the global
regime and affect its content. As discussed in the previous chapter, the role of port state
control was enhanced and phasing-in of double hull tankers was accelerated by the
regulations of the EU which in its turn shaped the provision within the global regime for
better problem solving of oil pollution from substandard shipping. Referring to Stokke,
(2000) this diffusion in both directions can occur between regimes covering the same
issue area and also that are close in time, functional orientation and that involve
overlapping actors. Here, the regional oil pollution regime has reached the same time
phase at which the global oil pollution regime is located, both regimes are functioning for
the purpose of oil pollution reduction and memberships of these regimes are considerably
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overlapping. Therefore, interplay between these regimes takes a path of diffusion. The
consequences of this interplay will be discussed below.
In addition, this type of interplay occurs in cases where one regime promotes the
effectiveness of another by drawing political attention to the problems that are dealt with
under the latter regime. The political attention can be enhanced on the regional or
international level and thus solutions to a problem can be found and adapted for a
particular regime. Thus, the emulation of decisions from one regime to address problems
under another regime is taking place. This diffusive interplay occurs between regimes
when a certain problem within one regime is raised to the political agenda and considered
as a highly important in current time or when the solution to the problem has got a wide
attention and thus the consideration of another regime covering the same set of problems
will be taken into account.
After the “Erika” and “Prestige” accidents the EU has raised a great attention to the
problem of oil pollution which was set on the political agenda of several Member States
as well as of the European Commission. A number of proposals was laid down how to
treat the problem of oil pollution in the European waters and measures such as banning
the single-hulled tankers for carrying HGOs, to speed up the phasing out of single hulls
(see the previous chapter) were adopted under the regional oil pollution regime. This of
course attracted the attention to the global oil pollution regime and the same measures
were applied within this regime. Activities under one regime that increase “the cognitive
prominence” of a problematic issue are important for this problem solving also under
another regime (Keohane et al., 1993 in Loewen, 2006). These activities, such as
development of new solution for oil pollution reduction in the European waters enhance
the societal concern for this problem at the global level causing increase of “political
energy” and awareness that this solution is effective (ibid.) and thus the implementation
of this solution in the global oil pollution regime takes place as well.
Particularly, measures from “ERIKA I” and “ERIKA II” legislative packages regarding
the CAS, HGOs in single-hulled tanker, and double hulls have got a wide recognition in
the EU to solve the oil pollution in its waters. These measures have also diffused to the
global oil pollution regime when the MARPOL 73/78 was amended.
5.2.2. Political Spillover
As already mentioned, the political spillover refers to cases when interests and
capabilities of particular actors within one regime shape the operation of another (Stokke,
2000). As it comes from the name, regime interplay occurring by this pathway is rather
political interplay where “the political logic of one regime spills over into another” (ibid.)
Within the regime interplay on global-regional level positions and roles of certain actors
operating under one regime can influence the behaviour of other actors under another
regime (Loewen, 2006).
Concerning the case of oil pollution regimes, the EU was identified in the empirical
findings as obtaining a leading role within this issue area and the position of it in the
international environmental diplomacy was found to be strong. Additionally, the
European Commission and the Council were proposing and adopting regulations
consistent with the coastal interest of the EU which had to be transferred into national
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laws of the Member States. These measures concerned enhanced port state control and
sooner phasing-in of double-hulled tankers. The EU Member States being also members
to the global regime had to comply with this changing their behaviour towards the oil
pollution reduction, using double-hulled tankers in their fleets and increase ships surveys
in their ports. Moreover, with adoption of strict rules which were in interest of the EU
and lobbying for their promotion on the global level, the EU with its regional regime
caused significant changes within the global oil pollution regime because the MARPOL
Convention was amended in response to the EU demand.
Political position of the EU under the global regime is echoed from its general position in
the international politics, thus becoming a full member to IMO it hopes to experience a
stronger influence on the global regime by reflecting its interests there rather than using a
political interplay of two regimes. That is, instead of adoption of stricter regulations on
the regional level which leads to postponed changes at the international level, the EU is
trying to make the rules of the game straightforward at the global level.
Consequently, the “political logic” of the EU, which is to be an active actor in the
international environmental negotiations, spills over into the global oil pollution regime,
because here too it is willing to be involved in the highest level of negotiations.
Additionally, it was found in the previous chapters that the EU now is claimed to rule the
world through normative change. For the global oil pollution regime it has caused already
changes of normative elements such as several rules and therefore it can be said that it is
trying to rule the global regime using all its capabilities.
In addition, political logic of the EU within its regional oil pollution regime is going in a
way that a great focus is given to coastal interests of European states. There are many
environmental NGOs and public is highly concerned about the environmental
degradation caused by oil incidents, protection of coastal zones is an important aspect in
the EU environmental legislations. Even though the shipping and other industries related
to it are very significant for the economy of the EU, regulations to control shipping stress
the need for better protection of European coastal interests. This logic spills into the
global oil pollution regime where the main focus is set up to balance different interests,
but actors in this regime with maritime interests were able to resist regulations for
environmental protection for a long time; and now more attentions is driven for safety of
marine environment and satisfaction of coastal interests as it is in the EU regime.
5.2.3. Operational Interplay
Another type of interplay is considered as “institutional adaptation” to the categories
of interplay discussed above. The operational interplay occurs when activities within
different regime are taken under deliberate coordination (Stokke, 2000). This
coordination emerges when it is discovered that regulatory work under different regimes
is duplicated or in conflict and aims at enhancement of consistency of norms and rules
between these regimes. As it has been already studied, the regulations of the EU regime
emulate those of the global regime and in some cases (stricter rules for double-hulled
tankers and inspections) were even in conflict with similar but more lax regulations of the
global regime. Under oil pollution regimes there no particular cooperation to ensure
operational coherence between the EU and IMO was observed.
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Empirical findings showed that the EU has duplicated the main provisions of the
MARPOL and OPRC Convention when establishing its own domestic legislations.
Usually coordination of rules between regimes is conducted by agreed cooperation of two
institutions under whose activities regimes are operated and by operational interplay
regimes should avoid duplication of provisions. In this case, however, there is no
operational interplay between the global and regional regimes because the EU has copied
the provision of the global regimes by its own in order to guarantee that the Member
States implement them so that they had the same regulations coming from the global
conventions as well as from European legislations. The same measures were already
discussed under the section of “diffusive interplay”. Moreover, since the adoption of
“ERIKA I” and “ERIKA II” packages the requirements of the regional regime became
higher in comparison with the global ones. The stricter measures of the EU became
conflicting with the provisions of the global regime. The global standards and regulations
of the IMO regime are supposed to be applied homogeneously around the world so that
the shipping itself has no obstacles in form of additional regulation of particular states.
However, when the EU has adopted its regional provisions which differed from the
global ones, it presented barriers for foreign flags to operate in European waters, and thus
it became a conflicting situation. Despite the fact, that when the EU was duplicating the
global regime on regional level, there were no concerns from the side of IMO, when the
regional regime became conflicting with the global one, the IMO took serious action and
responded to it. This conflicting situation was used as a push for IMO to take
coordination of activities under both regimes in order to make the provision of them
consistent with each other. Therefore, IMO has used measures of the EU to adopt the
MARPOL and regulations of both regimes gradually became coherent where a new timetable for phasing-out of single hulls was set up, CAS and requirements for banning of
HGOs in single hulled tankers were also introduced in the global regime, corresponding
to regulations of the EU.
5.3. Consequences of Regime Interplay
The regime of the EU is clearly functionally overlapping with the global oil pollution
regime where both aim at reduction of oil pollution from ships. The difference between
them is the level at which they operate: global versus regional. Another specific feature
that differs is that provisions of the EU regime are directly enforceable upon its Member
States enhancing the regulation of oil pollution in European waters, whereas, provisions
of the global regime lack this aspect and thus reduction of oil pollution on the global level
is less homogenous. Therefore, consequences of interplay between “the same but
different” regimes will be felt to the larger extent by the global oil pollution regime.
Obviously, the current situation where the provisions of global regime are duplicated into
regional one has a positive tendency in reduction of oil pollution at least in European
region. However, a regional provisions which are different form the global standards may
transfer the problem to other regions. Such as for instance, the requirement for doublehulled tankers entering EU waters and ports can cause the increase of single-hulled
tankers operation in the rest of the world. In addition, foreign ships have to comply with
the EU rules when entering their water or ports which might be difficult for particular
states. Therefore, the EU regime when adopted stricter measures did not have an
operational interplay with the global regime and a conflicting situating was not avoided.
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However, a lack of this interplay had positive consequences on the global regime because
IMO amended the MARPOL Convention and the provisions of the global regimes
became stricter too so that the conflict was eliminated and the balance in international
shipping was reached again.
However, general effect of the diffusive interplay and political spillover between global
and regional oil pollution regimes is synergic because the goals pursuing by both regimes
are reached in a faster way. Moreover, diffusion of regulations from global to regional
regime ensures that they will be implemented across the EU serving as examples for
better enforcement of them in other parts of the world. Also, when new solutions appear
how to treat oil pollution, the global regime need more time to adopt them due to many
interest and actors involved in the regime. But when these solutions appeared at the
regional regime it became possible to influence global regime to adopt them sooner
because IMO is a reactive actor and takes on actions after unordinary event has occurred.
Consequently, after the EU adopted regional legislation different from global provisions,
IMO reacted fast and adopted new measures with its global regime. These new measures
for increased port state control and requirements for double-hulled tankers are seen as
effective in reduction of oil pollution.
Of course oil pollution from shipping requires global regulation but the effectiveness of
this in reduction of pollution can be supplemented by regional arrangements. However, in
order to avoid any conflicts of interests involved in this issue a better coordination for
increase of consistency of rules at different level is needed.
Regarding the theory on regimes, changes in the norms and principles of a regime cause
change of the regime itself because the basic norms and principles are defined as a base
for a regime and when they are shifting there changes of a regime can happen that might
eliminate a regime as such. However, norms and principles allow creating a variety of
rules and procedures that are still consistent with these principles and norms so that a
quite fundamental alteration of norms can negatively influence a regime. On the other
hand, when norms and principles are left unchanged then changes in rules and procedures
cause changes within a regime. Thus, in the oil pollution regime the EU was following
the same basic principles and norms as those in the global regime which has not caused
any damage of the regime per se. But the EU activity in the issue of oil pollution and by
operation of its own regime gave great grounds for changes within the global regime by
altering several rules and contributing to development of new ones.
Consequently, general conclusion can be made here that actions of the EU to deal with oil
pollution at sea, existence of a regional EU regime, interplay of it with the global oil
pollution regime and changes within the latter had a positive influence on the global
regime. This case has proofed also the statement of Stokke (2001) that “frequently, crossregime linkages are supportive” and breaks the conception of negative framing of any
regime interplay.
Furthermore, diffusive interplay between the global and regional oil pollution regimes
can be considered as positive because when the main rules of the global regime diffused
to the regional one the compliance with these regulations by the European Member States
were enhanced. Therefore, the EU serves as an “implementation model” for the rest of
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the world presenting a picture of how the global standards to regulate shipping can be
implemented.
5.4. EU as an Actor within the Global Regime
The EU tends to rule the world through “normative change”. When influencing the
changes within the global oil pollution regime, it changes the rules of it. Through this
action when rules corresponding to the EU’s demands are being established on global
level, the EU “rules” at global level. This inclination of the EU is observed in many
negotiations within international relations and the oil pollution issue has got under the
same way.
As discussed in the theoretical chapter a regime fits in the global hierarchy in current
time. When one state looses its power and is not capable to make its interests win over
others and new actors appear to dominate with their own prevailing interests and it can
change a regime. In the global oil pollution regime historical overview showed that at the
initial years of the regime existence the UK and the US were the main actors capable to
promote their interests in the regime when they were proposing creation of conventions,
new regulations or amendments. At that time, especially in the 1970s till the early 1990,
the US was a leading player at the global level in almost all environmental debates which
was also reflected in the oil pollution regime. However, since the EU appearance in the
early 1990s on the international environmental politics, it has also appeared to become a
more important player within the global oil pollution regime which was able to promote
its interests and influence the change of regime rules.
In addition, the global oil pollution regime is a “social institution” and depends on
interests and political will of members to this regime that have also a strong influence in
the shipping issue area. In this research it was found that the EU has great interests in
shipping and is capable to be a leading player at international negotiations. Therefore it
was capable to influence the global oil pollution regime when it was guiding the
behaviour of its Member States who are also members to the global regime as well as
when it was proscribing and prescribing thing to do congruous to its interests.
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion
In previous chapters the problem of this research was given in details. The main
regulations of the global oil pollution regime and the EU were discussed which gave the
grounds for analysis of how these two regimes interact with each other. The analysis of
this interplay was conducted on the basis of theoretical background. In this chapter the
answers to the research questions will be systematically given supplemented by
discussion.
The overall objective of the current study was to find out how the EU by its activity in
controlling the oil pollution from ships influences the global oil pollution regime under
auspices of IMO. In order to achieve this objective six questions were laid down
concerning the aspects such as how the EU regulates the oil pollution comparing to IMO,
how these regulations from both organisations relate to each other and what the nature is
of this relation, or interplay, between regimes. An important issue was to identify the
consequences of the interplay between regimes for the global oil pollution regime. Also a
focus was given to studying the EU in international environmental politics to elucidate
the role it plays in international relations and to what extend this role expands into the
issue of oil pollution.
In order to answer the first research questions, first the sub-questions will be considered.
6.1. The Questions
How is pollution by oil regulated in the global oil pollution regime?
The global oil pollution regime is facilitated by IMO which is the United Nations
specialised agency that has the main task to promote safe shipping and protect the marine
environment from international shipping activities. The regulations to control oil
pollution from ships are typically technical standards that concern all the aspect of ship
construction, design, equipment, manning (CDEM), discharges and navigation ensuring
that international shipping is facilitated in a common way for all states without giving
advantages to any flag state, coastal or port states. These regulations and standards should
be established on the global level to guarantee international uniformity and minimize
conflicts between different interests. Thus, the global oil pollution regime regulates oil
pollution on international scale by providing measures to be followed by every member
of the regime aiming to decrease international discharge of oil by ships into the sea.
In order to regulate oil pollution of the marine environment worldwide the first aspect
concerns the prevention of oil pollution from accidental discharges. The second aspect
includes regulations of operational discharges of oil into the sea from vessels. Another
important issue here is to regulate oil pollution by better preparedness to possible
discharges of oil at sea and by fast and professional response to it. In accordance, the oil
pollution is regulated by provisions delineated in legally binding treaties such as
MARPOL 73/78 and OPRC Convention.
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International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified
by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto (MARPOL 73/78) is the core of the oil pollution
regime and the main international convention that deals with prevention of accidental and
operational pollution of the marine environment from ships. The main regulations of this
Convention include:
•

operational oil discharges standards which prohibited any discharges of oil within
a certain distance from the nearest land

•

ships equipment such as oil separating, filtering systems and systems to control
and monitor oil discharges

•

establishment of “Special areas” where any discharges from ships are prohibited
due to the vulnerability of these areas to pollution

•

provision of reception facilities in all ports

•

establishment of segregated ballast tanks (SBT) and crude oil washing (COW) on
all oil tankers

•

regulations for port state control where surveys, inspections and certification of
ships should be conducted by legal authority who inspect ships and make sure that
they are complied with the regime equipment rules

•

requirements for reporting of incidents of oil discharges (to IMO and states
concerned)

•

establishment of double hulls on new and existing tankers following a certain
timetable

The regulations of the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response
and Co-operation (OPRC), 1990 aim to facilitate international co-operation and mutual
assistance in preparing for and responding to oil pollution incidents and include the main
provisions concerning:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

reporting of every amount of oil spilled into sea or in ports from this ship or any
observed oil pollution to the coastal authorities of the nearest state and informing
of this the states that might be affected as well as IMO
establishment of national system for preparedness and response to oil pollution
incidents
develop regional agreements for better collective planning and response
mutual assistance between parties in technical aspect and provision of equipment
and trainings to the parties who request this
establishment of stockpiles of oil spill combating equipment
exchange of information
promotion of research and development

How does the EU regulate oil pollution at sea caused by ships?
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The EU has been always under high risk of pollution by oil from ships going through
its waters, but the regulations to control this pollution have been adopted only recently.
The evolution of these regulations underwent great changes when at the beginning the
EU relied on the provisions of the global oil pollution regime and established only several
treaties (mainly resolutions) aiming at promotion of international conventions and
increased compliance with them by the EU Member States. Even though, till the early
1990s, the EU lacked any initiatives to develop its own specific legislations for regulation
of oil pollution, in 1993 it drew attention to the issue and realized that there was a need to
improve maritime safety and protection of European waters and coastal areas. The main
legislations adopted since then till the year of 2000 were also focusing on implementation
of international rules by the port States and by all ships visiting EU ports and on
compliance with international standards by all ships under EU Member States’ flags.
Thus the EU began to regulate the oil pollution in its water with development of a various
number of directives and regulations that contained provisions for the following:
•

facilitation of notification systems for exchange of information between ships
visiting EU ports and these ports

•

promotion of establishment of segregated ballast tanks and double hulls on all oil
tankers

•

standards for ships inspections and surveys that should be done by reliable
authorities

•

port state control where 25 per cent of all ships visiting a port should be inspected
for compliance with international rules

•

establishment of reception facilities in all EU ports

However, these regulations were copied analogues to those of the global regime. Still,
they were not effective in reduction of oil pollution in European waters and could not
prevent the accident of the “Erika” tanker. Therefore, following the terrible oil spill from
this tanker, the EU adopted a new set of legislations to regulate oil pollution in its waters.
The “Erika I package” included measures in amendments to existing directives and in
new regulations which were stricter than before. In order to prevent oil pollution from
substandard ships the regulation for port state control was strengthened and now more oil
tankers are being inspected in European ports and those who do not comply with
requirements can be banned from entering these ports. Additionally, the classification
societies who inspect ships for safety standards on behalf of the EU Member States have
to follow stricter requirements to ensure that surveys of vessels are conducted in a
reliable way. Finally, a more stringent measure concerned the phasing-out of single hull
tankers which was considered as effective in regulation of oil pollution because then
tankers with single hulls are not allowed to visit European water by the year 2007 or 2015
(see the previous chapter) and European own tankers must have double hulls. These all
should reduce the risk of oil spillage in case of a tanker accident in European waters.
Additional regulations for oil pollution control were adopted with the “Erika II” package
and included requirements for special ship equipment for communication with port
authorities who have to monitor ships carrying hazardous cargo; and requirements for
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better exchange of information and cooperation with states concerned in the event of an
incident with a tanker to minimize the consequences of the incident.
Unfortunately, despite the existence of these EU regulations and those of the global
regime, an accident with the tanker “Prestige” occurred in the European waters in 2002.
This accident triggered immediate reaction of the EU and some of its Member States who
decided to ban single hull tankers carrying the HGOs from entering or leaving their ports.
A new timetable for the gradual withdrawal of single-hull tankers was developed with
2005 and 2010 to be the latest years for phasing out of tankers with single hulls. Also, a
special inspection regime, the Condition Assessment Scheme, will be applied for all
single-hull oil tankers older than 15 years for detection of weaknesses in structural
condition of a tanker. Unless a tanker comply with condition assessment scheme it may
be banned to enter or leave ports of the EU and fly the flag of a Member State.
The EU regulations of oil pollution include measures for prevention of such pollution as
well as measures to respond to it. In the field of response to oil pollution the EU has set
up a Community framework for the period from 2000 till 2006 for cooperation in
response to accidental or deliberate marine pollution. During that time the Member States
had to improve capabilities in response to oil incidents, strengthen the conditions for
mutual assistance and cooperation, and a number of training, exchange of experts,
exercises, pilot projects, and surveys were conducted.
The European Maritime Safety Agency was set up with the aim to increase maritime
safety standards and ensure that regulations to control pollution from ships are applied by
all the Member States. This Agency provides technical and scientific assistance to the
Member States, helps them to combat oil pollution by offering stockpiles with
antipollution equipment and ships, facilitates the cooperation between Members States
and takes other measures to help the EU better regulate the oil pollution in its waters.
Does the activity of the EU go in line, overlap or contradict to the global oil pollution
regime?
In order to compare how the EU regulates oil pollution with that how this is regulated
by the global oil pollution regime, the table 4 was drawn up. It is clearly seen that activity
taken by the EU for regulation of oil pollution was going in line with regulations of the
global regime till the early 2000s. The main provisions of the MARPOL and OPRC
Conventions are mirrored in the EU legislations and considerably overlapping. Only
since the year 2000 the EU took actions without waiting for IMO creating new measures.
Only since then the EU was interfering to the global oil pollution regime and adopted
regulation stronger than those of the global regime. Adoption of regional measures in the
EU legislation was conflicting with measures provided by the global oil pollution regime
in several aspects because it required more than it was internationally agreed. However,
these measures do not contradict to the global regime, but are still consistent with its
major rules although are more stringent. Certainly, the EU requirements of “ERIKA I”
and “ERIKA II” packages for double hulls, Condition Assessment Scheme and HGOs in
single-hulled tankers were conflicting at the beginning with the global regulations, but
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there were consistent with the basic principles and norms of the global regime and of
course they were adopted at the global regime too.
The LOSC that was mentioned at the beginning of the current study provides that
regional rules consistent with work of IMO “may well contribute to the effective
implementation of the global regime, especially in closed and semi-enclosed seas, such as
all European waters” (Frank, 2005). Consequently, the EU can take stricter measures as
long as they are consistent with work of IMO, which is recognized as the only body
entitled to adopt measures interfering with shipping.
Table 4 Regulations of the global oil pollution regime vs. regulations of the EU
Global regime
regulations/E
U regulations

1993-2000

regulation

relation to
global
regulations

Port reception
facilities

Directive
2000/59/EC

Overlapping

SBT and
COW

Council
Regulation
2978/94 for
SBT usage

In line and
overlapping

Port state
control

Directive
95/21/EC on
Port State
Control

Surveys,
inspections,
classification
societies

Double hulls

(Did not exist
before)
CAS, ban for
HGOs in
single-hulled
tankers

Erika I and Erika II
packages
regulation

relation to
global
regulations

In line with
IMO
Resolution

Directive
2001/106/E
C

Consistent,
but stricter

Directive
94/57/EC

In line and
overlapping

Directive
2001/105/E
C on
Classificatio
n Societies

In line,
overlapping,
more
stringent

Council
Regulation
2978/94

Promotion
of
international
standards

Regulation
(EC) No
417/2002

More
stringent

After “Prestige”

regulation

relation to
global
regulation
s

Regulation
(EC) No
1726/2003 for
single-hulls
tankers
phasing out

Much
more
stringent

Regulation
(EC) No
1726/2003 for
ban of singlehulls tankers
to carry
HGOs and
CAS

Consistent
, but much
more
stringent
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Communicati
on,
cooperation,
assistance

Stockpiles for
oil spill
combating
equipment;
Technical,
scientific
assistance
Emergency
planning

Directive
93/75/EEC,
ship-port
communicat
ion

In line and
overlapping

Directive
2002/59/EC

In line

Regulation
(EC)
1406/2002;
Regulation
(EC) No
1644/2003
for EMSA
establishme
nt

The result of
the Agency
work is in
line with
requirement
s of the
global
regime

What is the nature of interplay between the EU and IMO in the issue of vesselsource oil pollution at sea?
Interplay between the EU and IMO is meant in this research as the interplay between
the global oil pollution regime created by IMO and the activities of the EU within the oil
pollution field, so called the regional regime. Interplay between these two regimes is
identified as “vertical interplay” due to the result of cross-scale interactions where the
regimes are located on different levels of social organization.
In general the nature of the interplay between the two regimes based on the theory
application is found to be diffusive and synergic. However, the literature predicted that
interplay of political spillover would be unlikely to occur between the two oil pollution
regimes but rather operational interplay would take place. Nonetheless, the empirical
findings show that there is a political interplay between these regimes and there is no
operational interplay.
Importantly, the interplay between the global oil pollution regime and the regional EU
regime is going on by diffusive pathway. Development of the major regulations of the
regional regime was based on the already existed rules of the global regime. Those
provisions contained in the MARPOL 73/78 and OPRC Conventions diffused to
legislations of the EU, but the backwards diffusion also has taken place between these
regimes. The requirements that became more stringent within the regional regime shaped
the provisions of the global regime which helped to ensure better solutions for oil
pollution.
As it was found there was a lack of cooperation between the EU and IMO and the
regional regime became a copy of the global one by duplicating its major principle,
norms and rules. In addition, when the EU was adopting its own legislation there was no
coordination of its activity taken so that there was no operational interplay between these
two regimes.
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But also interplay between the regional and global regimes takes a pathway of political
spillover when interests and capabilities of particular actors within one regime shape the
operation of another. Political position of the EU under the global regime is echoed from
its general position in the international environmental politics. With adoption of strict
rules which were in interest of the EU and lobbying for their promotion on the global
level, the EU with its regional regime caused significant changes within the global oil
pollution regime.
This aspect in regime interplay needs more attention because political spillover interplay
between oil pollution regimes does occur and it can be positions under a new type of
interplay which is not described in literature. This interplay is merely “political interplay”
where the main actor uses its general position at political stage and influences the
operation of another regime. This type of interplay can happen when a certain actor takes
a leading position at international negotiations and is capable to promote its own interest
in order to change rules under different regimes. This point will be discussed in the
following question.
What are the consequences of the EU-IMO interplay for the global oil pollution
regime?
The consequences of the interplay between global and regional oil pollution regimes
are synergic because the goals pursuing by both regimes are reached in a faster way. The
EU has more powerful compliance instruments and its regulations within many
directives, which overlap with those of the global regime, impose legal obligations
directly upon its member states, thus enhancing the compliance with the global regime.
The EU activity in the issue of oil pollution and by operation of its own regime gave
great grounds for changes within the global regime by altering several rules and
contributing to development of new ones in order to decrease oil pollution
internationally.
However, when considering the interplay between regimes in a closer look, it should be
noted that activity of the EU in its regional regime and development of unilateral
initiatives to deal with oil pollution from shipping raise a great concern. These regional
initiatives threat the uniformity of the global regime and make it difficult for foreign
ships to operate internationally. In addition, “regional regimes do not ensure global
uniform safety and environmental protection because they simply transfer the risk to
other regions” (Frank, 2005, p.10). As such, measures of the EU regime are applied
effectively within the European waters reducing the substandard ships operating there,
but pushing them to navigate in regions where the standards are lower and rules for
control are more lax. Thus, the potential threat of accidents and oil pollution in these
regions is increasing. Therefore, the unilateral activity of the regional regime raises the
attention to the importance of uniform global standards that should be also high and
guarantee the reduction of risk from dangerous ships everywhere.
As a result, the EU experiences a considerable pressure over IMO in order to adopt more
stringent regulations in the global regime. Nonetheless, it has possibility to influence the
global regime and misbalance it by adoption of stricter measures unilaterally; it seeks for
the back up of IMO to improve the measures internationally. Due to the fact that IMO is
slow in achieving its goals alone the EU focuses on initiating action within IMO for the
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global regime to ensure that appropriate international regulations are made within a
shorter time to improve safety performance and environmental protection.
In addition, the same basic provisions as those of the global oil pollution regime were
adopted and implemented within the regional regime and the compliance with them was
improved on the EU level. Thus, the EU serves as an implementation model showing
how global standards can be implemented in order to control shipping and pollution from
it.
Thus, the EU interacts with IMO in such a way that leads toward the changes of the
global regime but only involving improvements of the latter.
What can we learn from this research about the role of the EU in international
environmental politics?
As it was discussed previously, the EU has begun to experience a great influence on
the global oil pollution regime only since the early 2000s. During the initial years of the
global oil pollution regime the UK was leading in promotion of new regulatory
developments under the regime. Later this role of a leader has switched to the US who
was in favour of better regulations for shipping encouraged by its environmental
interests. However, a noticeable metamorphose of the EU has occurred creating a new
leader out of a laggard in the global oil pollution regime. This leading role and activity of
the EU in the issue of oil pollution is triggered by its general role in the international
environmental politics.
In the early 1970s when the world was experiencing the start of global environmentalism
and the first UN environmental conference took place the EU did not have any common
environmental policy. Since the adoption of The Single European Act (1987), where
environmental protection was set up as one of the overall policy goals of the EU, the role
of the EU in international relations begun to experience changes. Even thought, despite
this and that the European Community itself became a signatory to a number of
international environmental treaties, at the global level of environmental politics it was
still a laggard in the 1980s. However, since the 1990s it has obtained a crucial role as an
increasingly central player in international environmental politics. Since then the EU has
taken an active participation in the main debates concerning environmental problems
such as air pollution, climate change, biodiversity decline and others. The role of a leader
was highlighted when the EU was successfully acting in the campaign for the ratification
of the Kyoto Protocol (Vogler, 2005). And the EU has become a significant central player
in international environmental politics which is widely considered as international
environmental actor in its own right making important contribution to global
environmental diplomacy.
This position of a leading player in international environmental politics was also reflected
in the global oil pollution regime and it is not surprising that being an active player at
international level the EU appears in the oil pollution issue as a leader as well. Moreover,
the theory shows that the EU has difficulties in leading on issues not established on its
policy agenda and in subjects for which EU legislation exists, EU leadership increases at
the international level. Therefore, by the end of 1999s the EU has adopted its own
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legislation for regulation of shipping and oil pollution and since that time it appeared at
the global level becoming a leader in the global oil pollution regime too.
Additionally, the theoretical aspects of this thesis concerned not only the position of the
EU in international environmental politics but also concepts on regime interplay. And
here, these two aspects can be linked in order to learn more about the EU in general and
in the oil pollution regime in particular.
The theoretical background showed that the EU is a leading player in many
environmental issues on the international level. Also in empirical findings it was
concluded that the EU is a leading player within the global oil pollution regime. But the
EU has created a regional regime to deal with oil pollution which in its turn interplays
with the global regime causing noticeable changes within the latter. Despite the fact that
interplay between these two regimes was happening by diffusion interplay especially
when the main regulation of the global regime were emulated into the regional regime,
the major consequences for the global regime caused by regime interplay occurs when
the EU appears on international level as an important actor. It can be assumed, that these
two regimes could continue to interplay by diffusive pathway as in examples when
certain rules from the MARPOL and OPRC Convention were used in the EU regulations
or when the precautionary principle diffused from the EU regime into the global one.
However, when the EU became a leading player in international environmental politics
the type of interplay between the two regimes has changed and turned into “political
interplay” because the EU obtained the capacity to use its political position and push
through for its demands in many environmental issues. This political interplay was also
observed at the early 1970s when the USA was taking the leading role at international
politics as well as in the global oil pollution regime, and it was able to exercise its power
and capabilities to influence the oil regime promoting requirements corresponding to its
wishes. However, since the 1990s, the role of the US in international environmental
negotiations has decreased and its role within the global oil pollution as well. The decline
of the US’s role and appearance of the EU could have been triggered by the end of the
Cold War (collapse of the USSR, vanishing of the US’s main antagonist, opened niche),
which leads to the purely political point of discussion in this thesis and will be avoided.
However, this aspect can be used to contribute to the theoretical background.
First of all, the role of the EU in international environmental politics is the main driving
force for interplay between the regimes wherein the EU is a member and which are
located on different levels of societal organisation but covering the same issue area.
Concerning the oil pollution regimes, existing typologies can be applied to describe the
interplay between them, but in addition the leading role of the EU in international
environmental politics is needed to be taken in account. Thus, the interplay between the
global and regional oil pollution regimes can be presented as political interplay where the
leading role of the EU being a member to both regimes influences the operation of the
global regime and causes the changes of rules under it.
Secondly, this political interplay can occur between regimes when an actor of a regime is
in general a leading player at international politics, not only in a particular issue area.
This can lead to a separate branch of theoretical study on how the involvement of the EU
in various regimes presents grounds for interlinkages between these regimes. Obviously,
when the EU became a leading player at international level and became engaged in many
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environmental negotiations, it became capable to dictate its demands for various regimes
by altering their regulations.
6.2. Conclusion
One aspect found in the current research was that the EU cannot become a full
member to IMO but being an actor within the global regime as well as having its own
regional regime, the EU exercises its powerful influence on the global regime through the
regimes interplay. Therefore, the hypothesis 2 presented in the second chapter is
confirmed that the EU is implementing regulations of the global regime and creates its
own regional regime which in its turn influences the global oil pollution regime by
interacting with it (Figure 4).
The current research showed that the interplay between the global oil pollution regime
and the regional regime is going on by the pathway of diffusion. To some extent, the
potential conflict between the two regimes (lack of operational interplay) served as a
push for IMO to take measures and adopt regulations proposed by the EU at the global
regime. Therefore, diffusive interplay and a lack of operational interplay is the main way
of how these two regimes interacting with each other basing on available typology.
However, it would be appropriate to describe the interplay between the global and
regional oil pollution regimes as a political interplay because the EU uses its general
position at international politics in order to influence the global regime. This leading
position of the EU in international environmental politics can be used as the main driving
force for political interplay between the two regimes.
The development of new regulations under the regional regime and its interplay with the
global regime showed that the involvement of the EU into international stage have a great
contribution to the improvement of regulations for safer shipping at the global level. And
even though some actions of the EU could have resulted in tensions between the two
regimes, stricter requirements only strengthened the global oil pollution regime.
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global
regime

implementation

EU own
regime

being an actor

EU

Figure 4 EU influence on the global oil pollution regime through regimes interplay

6.3. Limitation of the current research
This research appeared to become a very theoretical based on the scholar literature.
Due to impossibility to conduct interviews with officers of IMO and limited information
obtained from a few representatives of the European Commission the grounds for this
study were taken from existing findings in scientific journals, books and documents.
Therefore, a theoretical approach and lack of opinion form primary stakeholders involved
in the issue limits the study in a way that it presents the positions of scholars looking at
the problem rather than particular actors directly involved in the problem.
The limited study of the regime interplay has created another difficulty for the research
analysis. The study on regime interplay was not conducted systematically neither was it
placed in a broad theoretical context despite the existence of several typologies of regime
interplays. However, this limitation brought a further development of the theory on
regime interplay.
6.4. Recommendations
In order to avoid any possible conflicts in future between the global and regional oil
pollution regimes the interplay between these two regimes should be used in a better way.
The interplay between these regimes is diffusive and thus both regimes should utilise the
potential for synergies, because diffusion of effective solutions between regimes will
improve the problem-solving under both regimes. Both regimes should use the
experience of each other in order to address the problem of oil pollution everywhere.
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However, in order to guarantee peaceful and agreed development of these two regimes
along with each other, the operational interplay between them should be enhanced as well
as the collaboration between the EU and IMO should be improved. Thus, the cooperation
between these two organisations should be increased and coordination of the activity of
the EU should be taken by agreed negotiations of IMO and the EU.
However, IMO should not make a drama of that the EU proposing adoption of new
amendment to global conventions. It is clear that IMO is slow in achieving its goals, but
the EU is supporting action within IMO and thus, IMO should take into account
development of the EU in order to ensure that appropriate measures to improve shipping
safety are taken at the international level.
In addition, although the EU has demonstrated its influence on IMO, in order to
effectively participate within the global regime further the EU should be supported by its
Member States which has happened so far. But with its pro-coastal interests to protect the
marine environment it also should encourage the states with shipping interests for the
commitment to high safety standards. Therefore, not only on the regional level, but also
in the global regime the EU should increase its capacity and influence on the “taking full
advantage, clarifying and effectively enforcing the existing” rules rather than on
developing of new ones (Frank, 2005).
Furthermore, to improve the situation with theory on regime interplay scholars should
increase their focus on interlinkages between regimes and developed wide concepts and
taxonomies of interplay to be used for interplay analysis for different regimes. The focus
also should be given to the leading actors within regimes who are capable to influence
them.
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Appendix A

Figure 1 Correlation between the age of ships and percentage of their
loss (Source: COM (2000) 142 final)

Table 1 Major oil spills in European waters (Source: EU. Energy and Transport in
Figures, 2006, DG on Transport and Energy)
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Figure 2 Decrease of vessel-source oil pollution since the development of IMO
regulations (Source: ITOPF, 2007)

Figure 3 Number of tanker spills of 7 tons and above, 1975-2004 (Source:
ITOPF, 2004)
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Appendix B

Figure 4 Stockpiles of oil pollution combating equipment in the EU (Source:
EMSA, 2007)
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Appendix C
Marine Pollution Prevention Pocket Checklist
Reducing the Risk of Port State Control Detentions
(Source: Lloyd’ Register: UK P&I Club, 2006)
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